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MAN, IN PLACINO HIS NAME
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GREATEST

WHEN ROLL IS CALLED

GREAT
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IN

310

HISTORY WHO

AMERICAN

DELEGATES LISTEN IN IMPRESSIVE

BEMSTATI9N

TO WONDERFUL RECORD

TRIBUTE

KNOWS

NOT

A

YIELDS

SILENCE TO NOTABLE SPEECH

FOR THE COLONEL

101

IMMENSE AUDIENCE AT THE COLISEUM

THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

EEI2SS

S2SSZ.

..
FORTY STATES.
Chicago, III., Aug. 7 Colonel Rooso-vcl- t
said today that he would leave
lor Xew York tomorrow at 2:40 p. m.
Ke will go direct to Oyster Bay and
will remain there a few days
beginning his campaign.
first enga?
Colonel Roosevelt's
ment is to speak in Rhode Island, on
The following day he
August 10.
will address New England
Progressives at Boston.
August 22 he wiil
TO VI5IT

CONVENTION,

PAYS

ti;e convention.

,

party," eliminating the word "nation- al" which has heretofore been used.
The rules report fixed the basis of
representation. Tbe report would al-- '
one delegate in the National con- vention for each 10,000 votes cast for
Progressive candidate at the preced-ibacOne delegate for each
election.
congressman at large and each U. S.
senator were also allowed.
A provision in the rules that no
federal office holder could hold a seat
as national committeeman was cheer
ed.
Applause also greeted the rule
which pledges the party to the selection of candidates for office and dele
gates to conventions
by primaries

J

"This great gathering owes its being
to a mighty protest by the American
people against those who have poisonIt repre-'loed the wells of democracy.
sents the martial spirit of mankind,
that from immortal time has charged

THEY WANT TEDDY, TOO.
SUFFRAGETS GET
Albuquerque, N. SI., Aug. 7.
Colonel D. K. B. Sellers, presiYEARS IN
dent of the New Mexico stato
ENGLISH
PRISON
fair, today wired the New Mexico delegation at the Progressive
7. Mary
Dublin, Ireland,
convention in Chicago, on behalf
Aug.
of the fair management and the
Leigh, the suffragette who was tried
people of New Mexico, asking V today on the charge
of wounding
them to invit ? Colonel Roosevelt
E. RedmoiiH, loader of the Irish
John
:.o deliver
3ddress
i.ii
during
parliamentary party, wiih a hatchet
him a
the fair and promising
she had thrown at Premier Asquith's
crowd of 20,000 people.
It is
carriage on July 1!), was sentenced to
believed Mr. Roosevelt will acfive years' imprisonment.
cept the invitation as he intends
Gladys Evans, whose sentence was RULES ADOPTED BY CHICA03 CONVENTION PROVIDE Th'AAT WORD NA'
to visit New Mexico during the
yesterday reserved after she had
campaign and make a whirlwind
TIONAL BE OMITTED OTHER TITLES MAY BE USED WHERE NECESSARY
been found guilty of setting fire July
tour of the state.
"I see most
in
IS to the Theater Royal
here
IN VARIOUS STATES-- NO
FEDERAL OFFICE HOLDER CAN BE MEMBER
everybody wants Teddy," sid
which Mr. Asquith was scheduled to
Col. Sellers.
"They, can't put
the following day on home rdle,
OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
speak
We want
anything by on us.
also was sentenced to serve a term of
Teddy, too."
five years.

should place obsta-:jnupon tho
cles in the way of the march of human
progress. While appreciating the
stupendous nature of the task before
it. ;h r.utional vrofjressive party declines to accept the cynical doctrine
,
Curra-iattend the Jubilee of Father
ascribed to Xapo'eon, that God is on
of Wilkesbarre, Pa., who is known the side of the heaviest battalions,
for his work among the miners. Aug and professes its sublime faith in the
list 20 the Colonel will go to Vermont teaching cf Abraham
Lincoln that
speak at the Minnesota State Fair at nght makes might.
wherever possible.
St. Paul September C, and then return
"That platform which you have
The new rules were presented
by
Connecticut.
in
to take the stump
adopted is the guarantee of the
Medill McCormick and he moved their
It fortiColonel Roosevelt's long jaunts probof your democracy.
adoption.
of
government
ably will begin early in October with fies every theory
John Ij. Hamiltor f Illinois, moved
Pacific which has ever given strength to (he
a month s trip through the
to make the name of the party either
He may American commonwealth.
coast states and the South.
"Progressive" or "National Progresvisit New Mexico to speak at the state
"But while virtuous the cause and sive."
He explained this amendment
fair.
the
and
strong
vital the principles,
was necessary to comply with the el- TAFT WILL VETO
to
intention
go force behind them, human experience
It is the Colonel's
He said tells us that there conquering way ection laws of various states.
into at least forty states.
Chairman
announced
Beveridge
that with only about sixty working will be slow and difficult unless their
HIS OWN SALARY
""en l"
I
able
be
will
whose
one
he
led
his
for
are
spirit
campaign,
by
days
legions
";.l,oa
"
most
to make only one speech
in
their snirit. and whose qualities of.
His campaign will be so long leadership are equal to the task of gressive State chairman of New York,
states.
md would take recess to await the PRESIDENT IS SO BITTERLY OPPOSED TO
and arduous, he said, that he will moulding public opinion and establish- .Meantime tne vote on tne
P'auorm.
a
in
historv.
American
ennrh
bw
in
and
if
in
possible,
cities,
speak only
HOUSE
PROVISIONS
IN EXECUTIVE
o?er until after the re- rules was
will make no rear platform speeches,
"My candidate is more than a citi-- ,
BILL
HE
THAT
WILL
RETURN
IT WITH
Chicago, 111., Aug. 7 The name ofjzen; he is a national asset. In this
Mr. Hotchkiss was cheered as he
was formally momentous period of political doubt
Theodore
Roosevelt
OUT APPROVAL
reviewed the work of organization of
wheth-tioplaced before the progressive coriven- - when the nation has to decide
the
York.
New
in
with
it
will
or
how
Progressive
party
it
grapple
will,
for president of the United States jer
Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. Terms
this afternoon by Mr. Prendergast of the great economic problems of the "The people of New York
and fettered by Barnes and Mur- - for civil service employes, the aboliNew York who na'id a high tribute to; time, there is no man in American
who presents such credentials for! phy," he said, "are today as free as tion of the commerce court, and the
"the man courageous in American
Calilorma and as Progressive as Kan- - retention of its five judges as extra
task as he.
itics.'-- '
The convention, after a
circuit judges will be submitted
to
"He surrendered the presidency at sas."
cess over the noon hour, slowly re-would
Hotchkiss asserted that the Pro- President Taft as provisions of the
The delegates began fil-- a time when his
assembled.
ing in at 1 p. in. and the galleries have been certainty, in the hope that gressive party would poll 25 to 30 per legislative, executive and judicial apother hands would prosecute success-Th- e cent of the Tammany vote in New propriation bill.
were crowded to their full capacity,
Alt the.se proposals,
He concluded with a predicband played until 1:20 p. m. fully the task he did not have time to York.
already approved by the house, were adopted
when Chairman Beveridge dropped his finish. That task nas been treated tion of certain victory in November.
1
and has
against the
gavel. Medill McCormick read the; with intermittent loyalty
A motion to recess until 1:15 evoked by the senate by :!0 to
We ask
of
Senators
opposition
rules for the new party. They were! largely been left undone.
Cummins,
to the
the first note of opposition
Burton and
debate. Henry ,T. that the task be again entrusted to plans of leaders.
adopted without
A chorus of "Noes" Crawford,
President Taft's friends say he will
Allen, of Kansas, announcing that the him whose loyalty to principles has
greeted the motion to recess. After
platform would not be ready for an never faltered, and whose breadth of some debate the convention at 12:0G veto the bill, although in doing so
he will hold up his own salary, that
hour and a half, renewed the motion experience qualifies him over all men
p. m. went into recess until 1 o'clock. of
to suspend the rules and proceed to for the duty.
every member of congress and every United States judge. Such action
nominate. This time the motion wenti
"My candidate is the 'man courage-througwould delay further the annual appro- without serious objections,
DEATH AT DEMING.
e
ous of American politics.
His
clerk will call the roll of lenge has always been to a struggle
Deming, N. M., Aug. 7. Brent Vitiation over due since July 1.
states for nominations for president in the open. There have been none
me presiuent. is said to oppose
jayiui, leu years oi age, son oi
of the United
abandonment of life insurance for
States," announced so powerful as to awe him and beSuperintendent J. B. Taylor, died
Chairman Beveridge.
this morning after an operation X civil service employes and abolition
fore him the greatest captains of infor appendicitis.
He was ill but
of the commerce court. The bill
"Alabama," called the clerk.
dustry have lowered their lances."
arose. "Alabama
X ries $34,000,000.
J. O. Thompson
days.
Lind-seB.
At 3:02 o'clock Judge Ben
yields to New York," he announced.
of Colorado, made the first of the
But here the proceedings were ineight seconding speeches planned for
A.
William
Prendergast's Colonel Roosevelt.
terrupted,
second to nominate was not in the
PROGREpSIVE PARTY IS
hall.
OFFICIAL NAME NOW.
Searchers hurried out to find him.
After Chairman Beveridge reached
Tile delegates grew impatient and the
various delegations did some cheer- the coliseum, there was a conference
Governor indicated lead of 16,000 to 18.000 in
ing to keep themselves occupied. Af- of leaders, and it was decided to await
Topeka, Kans., Aug.
ter the hunt for Prendergast had been the platform before proceeding to the W. R. Stubbs, probably has defeated st. Loui8j u 0u0 in Jackson eounty,
on for twenty minutes, the band re nominations.
Charles Curtis for the latter's seat in and
2,000 in Buchanan cojnty, Wil
inforced the song service. Chairman
Just before the convention was
the United States senate.
Although Ham
S. Cowherd of Kansas City won
to
and
the
hall
statethe
from
Beveridge
returns
order,
quieted
delegates and spec- early
yesterday's
Prendergast appeared. A round of tators rose as the band began "On wide primary seemed to indicate the the democratic nomination for Govcheers greeted him as he was Intro- ward, Christian Soldiers."
race would not be decided until com- ernor Elliott W. Major in yesterday's
duced and the Bull Moose call soundChairman Beveridge
Stubbs primaries by a plurality estimated at
the
dropped
plete returns were received,
,
ed through the hall. A hush of
,
at
o'clock.
11:30
In
gavel
the country it 10,000,
gained so much
followed and Prendergast began
Rabbi G. B. Levi pronounced
Althcjgh Major carried 50 of the
the seemed almost certain that the govhis speech.
prayer, After the "Battle Hymn of ernor had defeated. Senator Curtis by 75 counties eard from this morning,
THE MAN COURAGEOUS OF
the Republic" was sung, Chairman a substantial majority.
leading Cowherd by nearly 17,000 in
AMERICAN POLITICS. Beveridge introduced Charles E. Scott
The democratip contest for United the county, it is not thought the reWilliam A. Prendergast, or Xew of Alabama, chairman of the commitStates senator and governor promises turns from the missing districts will
He presented a to be close and wHl require figures give him enough to overcome CowYork, who placed Colonel Roosevelt's tee on organization.
name in nomination, spoke of Colonel report recommending that the tempo- from every county in the state to
herd's lead i nthe sections comprising
Roosevelt, as "the man, courageous, rary organization be made permanent
Capper had won the republi- the largest cities In the state.
of American politics," and declared which was adopted without debate.
can nomination for governor by subThe vote of both parties was light,
him to be a national asset.
A report was then brought in from stantial majority.
being especially noticeable in the reMr. AendergS't said in Dart: "We the rules committee. The
COWHERD HA BIG LEAD.
report de- publican party where .the third movehave arrived at the crowning act of signed the party aB the
"Progressive
st. l,ouis, mo., Aug. 7. With an ment made itself keenly felt.
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STUBBS OF KANSAS WINS
6URTIS SEAT IN SENATE

PARTY

IS NAME OF POLITICAL

0111ZOT

JUST BORN

IE ADDED TO LIST OF
THOSE WHO WILL DIRECT CAMPAIGN

ARRESTED THIS MORNING.
Jose Montoya was arrested this
morning by Deputy Sheriff Raca
charged with burglary committed
last night at the home of G. C.
Crume. Montoya will be brought
up for hearing tomorrow morning at nine o'clock before Justice
of the Peace Jose Maria Garcia.

followers
Chicago, 111., Aug. 7. The first nia where the Roosevelt
debate of the national progres- were compelled to adopt the name
Party."
sive convention
precipitated today "Washington
One amendment to the rules added
when the leaders waiting for the com- four women to the rational commitpletion of the platform, proposed a tee as members at large.
recess of an hour. Many of the deleThe basis of the representations
They was changed to provide one
gates objected to this plan.
delegate
wanted to go ahead with the nominat- from each
congressional district for
speeches.
5.000 votes cast for the party at the
THE DAY IN CONGRESS ingHenry
J. Allen, of Kansas, led th
previous election, provided no state
secopposition to the recess and was
should have less than one delegate
SENATE.
ended by William Flinn, of Pennsyl- for each congressman
and United
Met at 10 a. m.
vania. Timothy L. Woodruff of New States senator.
Fort
Franklin
former
Adopted conference report on
Governor
ork,
At 1:50 o'clock this afternoon, Col.
bill
of New Jersey and several others, Roosevelt was
legislative
appropriation
placed in nomination
court.
recommerce
a
abolishing
stood by the leaders in favor of
for the presidency at the progressive
Panama bill taken up.
cess, and the motion was carried over party convention by W. A. PrenderHOUSE.
t'he first chorus of "Noes."
gast of New York.
Met at noon.
Medill McCormick of Illinois, chair- ROOSEVELT THE MAN
Bill for a commission to inves- man of the committee on rules, today
OF THE HOUR TODAY.
tigate purchase of American to- presented the code governing the new
Members of the new progressive
bacco by foreign
government
The report designated
organization.
to nominate
Colonel
X the new party, the progressive party. party planned
S passed.
Theodore Roosevelt as their standard
There was objection by some to drop- bearer in the
presidential race and to
ping the word "National" and finally ring down the curtain on their first
off
cut
until the national convention
adoption of rules was
today after a
HARROUN
FALLS committee could consider the point display of oratorical pyrotechnics that
DR.
anew.
in expected to attract thousands to the
federal office Coliseum.
A rule forbidding
Colonel Roosevelt's name
THROUGH TRAP
holders sitting as national committee- formally will be placed in nomination
of
storm
a
men, provoked
applause.
by William A. Prendergast of New
The demonstration was renewed' York, a short time after the delegates
that where convene at 11 o'clock this morning.
OF
SANTA FE when the rule requiring
WELL KNOWN PHYSICIAN
states have primary laws, delegates to Others who will make seconding
PAINFULLY INJURED WHEN HE DROPS the progressive conventions in the fuspeeches are: Judge Ben B. Lindsey,
ture, should be selected under these Colorado; Gov. Hiram Johnson, CaliTO BASEMENT IN ZOOK'S PHARMACY
laws, whether they be optional or fornia; H. J. Allen, Kansas; General
mandatory.
Horace C. King, New York; P. V.
The rules committee, however, also Collins, Minnesota;
Dr. A. S. Harroun, veteran physiJ. M. Parker,
cian of this city, was painfully and it incorporated the resolution of the cre- Louisiana; Lucius F. C. Garvin.
the
committee
this dentials
recognizing
may prove, seriously
injured
of
In addition to the nomination
morning, when he fell through a trap right of each state to determine the Colonel Roosevelt the convention
is
door in the rear of the Zook phar qualifications and manner of election scheduled to name Governor Johnson
macy on the west side of the pkiza. of its delegates.
cf California, for second place on the
Provision was made that where ticket, and to adopt a platform said
The trap door, which leads into the
a
conflict
came
into
the
state
laws
with
basement had been left open for
tc be the most advanced ever submitfew minutes and there was no rail- rules of the convention, the state ted to a national convention in this
ing or guard about it. Dr. Harroun law's should prevail.
country.
Contested delegates are to be barr
could not see clearly in the dark inThe first thing on the convention's
terior and walked into the open trap ed from taking part in the convention third day program was to effect a
to
until
has
been
a
to
seat
basement.
His
their
the
scalp
right
dropping
permanent organization, which prob
was cut open in several places, his obtained.
ably will be accomplished quickly by
were making the
The rules of the convention
hip, shoulder and one side severely
temporary organization
bruised. Dr. Knapp who was near at amended after the convention reas- permanent.
band, rendered emergency treatment sembled in several particulars. The
Immediately after the adjournment
to name suggested
"The Progressive of the convention late today the leadand Dr. Harroun was removed
behis home. A cursory examination led Party" was not changed, provision
ers will begin a series of conferences
to the belief that no bones were brok- ing made, however, to recognize dele- to decide plans for the
progressive
en and that his skull had not been gates from states where the party campaign.
v
fractured. It will take a more thor- name had been prompted by opponIt was said that Senator Joseph M.
new
of
the
deterents
to
party.
ough examination however,
This situation exists in Pennsylva
(Continued on Pag 8.)
mine the full extent of his injuries.
floor
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

ROOSEVELT
ESTANCIA
HE SENDS

PERSONAL

A

GRESSIVES

PEOPLE
'LETTER

TO PRO-

THERE AND IT DIDN'T

RUBBER

STAMP

TO

ON

IT

-

So Simple Anyone Can
Run It

HAVE!

EITHER-NE- WS

OF THE VALLEY.

No need of a mechanic to take care of the
Studebaker " 20." No need of a chauffeur. You
or your wife can run it as easily as an expert.
Simplicity of operation and control, added
to the light running and easy riding qualities of
Studebaker cars are the delight of their 75,000

Estancia, X. M.,' Aug. T. William
Mcintosh of Mcintosh was a visitor
in town Saturday.
He reports that
the sheep are hog fat and that this
year's lambs are the best ever; this,
with the big price they are sure to
bring, makes "Mac" wear the smile
that won't come off.
Last week saw the final destruction
The old adobe
of an old
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Estancia hotel the first adobe buildALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS ing in the town and which was destroyed excepting the walls by the
fire of two years ago, was finally
The adobe walls
wiped off the map.
were becoming dangerous and a menace to pssers-bso a forci ired by
the Hughes Mercantile
company,
whose property the old adobe adjoins
pushed down the walls.
Last Friday C. T. Norman suffered
'a painful accident. His team a fine
young one started to run and Mr.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Norman dashed between the team and

" Soltaire " Goods.

1!
WITH

A

the

Quality and Large Variety of

WRITES

Always the Leader

owners.
The Studebaker (Flanders) "20" is equal in
quality of material r.nd workmanship to any car
made, and its low price and low upkeep cost
puts it within your reach.
We know the quality of our cars because
every part is made in our own plants and
guarantees to us what we guarantee to you.
The Studebaker name, too, means service after

CO.

QCERY

land-mar-

WHOLESALE

you buy.
Ready for immediate delivery.

RETAIL

AND

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1912.

WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIO
BUSINESS AT LITTLE

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

!fnersd''

WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT

SOON

IS

WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING

WHAT THE PEOPLE

WANT AND BY DOING

SQUARE

A

BUSI-NES-

45

Phone

CHAS. C. CLOSSON,
Phone

Santa

CfAfTf;
t li

R. J. CRICHTON

AHF
llJUiAilVA
OF

T

Black.

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

THE W. C T.

Lumber and Coal Yard

Phone 14

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

Why Import Mineral Water?

rai'-rca- d

PORTLAND CEMENT

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Prest-O-Li-

v

BUSINESS

OUR

GOING TO BLOW OU.

"20"

Studebaker

The

LEO HERSCH

OF DOING BUSI-

SOUR WAY

H'gothfi'iLs.oppd

the
learn but was thrown for no gain and
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
his forearm was broken in two places.
(Flanders)
$800
Mighty bad just now when weeds are
Standard Equipped, 5800 f . o. b. Detroit.
Price,
an
inches
hour.
three
growing
Tank
Equipped a above, with Top, Windshield,
ill at her
Mrs. L. D. Roberts is
and Speedometer, $SeS.
Phone Black home south of town. quite
Phone Black
Atk our dealer for the new Studebaker art catalogue or tend to tit tor it
Our genial and efficient local
Detroit, Michigan
The Studebaker Corporation
agent, J. P. Kennedy, announces
'hat he will soon start east on his
vacation trip. He also says that his
return transportation reads: "Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Kennedy,'' but most of us
No. 132
Dawson Coal
Iola
Fe, N. M.
are from Missouri.
Sawed
Wood
El Toro
wo- Earl Moulton, the genial and
gressive merchant of Lucia, and his
A7T7D
1
familv and Allen Mo.fiillivrav. ihe O I
U.
his
and
family passed
sheep lung,
through Sunday in their new autos
destined to Mcintosh
and the Mction city of the state because of its
The annuaf' convention oi the
intosh ranch.
natural attractions and the Ar- many
Christian
is
TemperWoman's
Our local Progressive committee
Fe
l'
in
Santa
chaeological School offering such won- ance Union will be held
b receipt of a letter from "The
All Kinds of Building Materials.
thankin-- ;
tis for the in.crest August S, 9 and 10. The convention derful opportunity for instruction andThe public is cordially inshown here in .the Progressive move-- ; opens Thursday evening in the House research.
Fence
Doors, Red
This will be vited to attend all sessions of the con- ment and stating that he is receiving of Representatives.
most encouraging
Vard 33 J Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
reports from all "Welcome night" and addresses of vention.
And it wasn't welcome will be made by Governor
lover the country.
The following from Archbishop Ire- Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
signed with a rubber stamp, either.
McDonald, Judge Pope and other pro- land, is appropriate at this time:
took a walk minent men and women of the differYour correspondent
"No one is allowed to live for himMrs. S. C. Nutter, self.
through the Town Cabbage Patch ent organizations.
The egotist is unworthy of the
The day spot of earth upon which he stands.
?nst night.
Through the public spirit state president, presiding.
M.
of the New Mexico Central Road the sessions will be held in St. John's
We are all bidden be keepers of our
town secured en acre on its right of K. church.
Preliminary meetings of brother. We all have influence, and
way just east of town and enough the official board and boards of su we should use it for the weal of
water when needed to properly irri- perintendents will De nem on r nuny others
w no, loving lkju naa loving
Sunday, hig neigllbor wouj not strive to save
gate it. The town's people furnished and on Saturday morning.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
the money to cultivate the patch and Mrs. Lila Carlon Moore, national lee the victim of alcohol?
Who, the
you ought to see the crop. Cabbage turer and organizer, win fill the pulpit Christian or philanthropist, could re!
cauli-as big as the old rain bar'l;
RETAI L
of St. John's M. E. eturch and lecture frain from holding out the hand to
flower that IqoKs too good to eat; to-- ; in the evening at House of Represen- wrest from the flood of sin and misSWASTIKA
FACTORY WOOD
mato plants that are knee high; poto-- tatives.
We are expecting several of ery which alcohol is pouring upon the
SAWED WOOD
CERR1LLOS LUMP
toes that are crowding up the ground our national lecturers and workers in land some few of the millions who are
above and around them; seventeen attendance.
COAL
CORD WOOD
perishing beneath its noisome wakinds of beans, and a whole lot of
Monday there will be an excursion ters? There are many methods and
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
other things equally as good.
''ueblo Dance plans of rescue: The best, the most
to the Santa Clara
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot
Little beams of sunshine
where Governor McDonald and Mrs. potent, is the example of total abstinLittle hoes in hand;
Words are usually echoless
Dorcas Spencer, national superintend-- ! ence.
Little streams of water,
ent of work among Indians, will ad-- j sounds; examples are resistless mag.Make a bang-u'and.
1et the good men, the men of
dress the people. Tuesday we join nates.
And that means the Estancia
the Archaeological School in the ex-- i position, the men. of social power, be
cursion to the Puy Cliff Dwellings. total abstainers and the weak ones
Notice of special futures of the con-- j will esteem total abstinence and be
vention will be given from day to drawn to it. The most hurtful saying
in a war against intemperance is that
day.
Successor to
We are expecting a large number the pledge of total abstinence is the
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
not
Mounted Policeman
Loveless at of delegates and many visitors to the proper thing for the men who do
words
control
These
their
appetite.
their
we
sojourn
hope
Rosa, N. M., arrested one Andrew convention and
FIRST-CLAS- S
the pledge is made a badge of
Frost, a Jicarille Ute Indian, for flour- - in our midst may be most profitable said,
and no man puts it on his
most
weakness,
be
would
fitting
It
and
a
a
in
and
pleasant.
ishing
pistol
settlement,
breast.
conventhe
to
become
First-ClasFe
took him before a justice of the for Santa
s
Also
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
peace who soaked him $o0 and costs
just to show that the wild west days
Phone Main 139
310 San Fracisco St.
The temperature yesterday reacihed
NEW MEXICO DEMOCRATS
are over.
WILL MEET. 83 at 4:10 p. m. and fell to 60 at 3:50
SANTA FE, N. M.
Mounted Policeman Alex Street re-- '
a. m. It was generally clear and pleas-- ,
covered 15 head of cattle near Tu- with a mean temperature of 72
ant
is
convention
state
The democratic
cumcari, belonging 1y Leopolo Mar-- i called to meet at the Elks theater at degrees or 4 degrees above the aver-- ;
tinez.
The rustler who stole the
The forecast is generally fair
Albuquerque . on . Monday, September - age.
A CHIllllin south portion with local showers
m
o
ft
ill
'et been apprehended but is expected 'ate for congress will be nominated in north portion tonight or Thursday.
STAGE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
soon to be captured.
at this time as Well as three presiFrom
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
The members of the board of the'dential electors. A new state conimit-- j
La Salle
sees more people in one day than you
BARRANCA
TAOS Panama Exposition met yesterday tee will also be chosen.
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
phe various counties are entitled to can see in a month. Try one.
Meets Both North South and elected Col. himRalph Twitchell
to em- - representation in the above oonven-- I
chairman,
giving
power
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
ploy the necessary clerks for the tion on the basis of one delegate for
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of work.
'Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
No action was taken relative every one hundred votes or major NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
the north bound train and arrives at to the state building, as that question frnr.tinn thereof cast for the demo
Segular Meals 25 cents.
EXPRESS LINE.
Taos at 7 p. m.
will be decided upon when the board cratic candidate for governor in NoRooms for Pent 25c ana 55c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other meets at San Diego, which will be vember, 1911, and on that basis the
Red 161.
way. Good covers hacks and good August 26 or 27.
representation from the various counBOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
ties shall be as follows:
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
"rencn Noodle Order tOc a dlsa,
CENTIPEDE BITE.
Bernalillo 31, Chaves 20, Colfax 19.
furnished commercial mn to tike In
Kew York Coop Suey 60c. the
15,
10, Dona Ana 34, Eddy
Curry
Ooll
The
tons.
Wire
for
E'.nbudo
surrounding
Harry Rogers, working
8,
Lincoln
10,
15.
Grant
Guadalupe
Station.
on
ranch east of Artesia, was bitten
the hand by a centipede last Friday Luna 6, McKinley 4, Mora 13, Otero 7,
8,
afternoon whi'e burning brush. The Quay 12, Rio Arriba 12, Roosevelt
San Miguel
wound is very poinful, but not dan- - Sandoval 8, San Juan 8,
Fe 14, Sierra 6, Socorro 14,
gerous and Rogers will be back at 22, Santa
Torrance
8, Union 14, ValenTaos
10,
work again in a few days. Pecos
Total 311.
cia 3.
Valley News.
The chairmen of the various coun- committees are requested to call
ty
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
EVERY STREET IN SANTA FE
primaries and a county convention at
an early date for the selection of dele-- ;
'TheWestPoint of the Southwest.'
Has Its Share of the Proof That Kid- gates to the above convention, and to
name two members of the state cen-- !
ney Sufferers Seek.
Ranked as "Distinguished
tral committee for a period of two
Institution " by the U. S.
years.'
Backache? Kidneys Tveak?
War Department.
All contests must be in the hands of
'
Distressed with urinary ills?
the secretary of the state central com
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
Located In the beautiful Pecos
mittee in writing, at least two days
Don't hnvp tn lonk fflr
Valley,3.700 feetabove sea level,
Vaa
before the sta't onventionsunshine every day. Ooen air
Santa Fe people recommend.
Every
work throughout th! entire sesL
b.e rgnized un,ess
street in Santa Fe has its cases.
,pr0Xy
sion. Conditions for physical
a
oi me bnine uuuu- uy
lieiu
resiutfut
Here's one Santa Fe man's experiand mental development are
as
the
ty
giving the proxy.
delegate
ence.
DEA
as cannot be found
A meeting of the state central comLet Jose Ortiz y Baca, of Alto St.,
elsewhere in America. Fourmittee is also called for 9 a. in.,
teen oBlccra and instructors, all
tell it.
Sept. 9th, for the purpose of recfrom
stKa
standard
graduates
H.
He says: "In 1907 I used Doan's KidLI
ommending temporary officers to the
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
ney Pills for pains in my back that convention and for such other busi- modern in every respect.
l.ad troubled me for three years. They !neg8 as
may come beore the cornmit.
Thirty years' of experience in
Regents
brought prompt relief and proved so tee. Members of the committee are
K. A. C'AHOON. President.
satisfactory that I gave a public requested to hand to the secretary at tailoring in some of the largest
J. E. KHEA.
statement In their praise. Now after this meeting, a list of delegates' with cities in Europe and America.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
two and a half years have passed, I proxies, in attendance from their reJOHN' W. PuE. Secretary.
gladly confirm every wordof that tes- spective counties in order to aid in
W. A. F1XLAY.
101 Washington Avenue.
timonial. I can add that I have since forming a temporary roll.
For particulars and Illustrated catalused Doan's Kidney Pills, giving them
address,
ogue,
a more thorough trial and have receivSubscribe for trie santa Fe New
PhonaBlack 223.
ed great benefit. I know that this Mexican, the paper: 'bat boosts ell
CCL. JAS. W. WILLSO.N, Supt.
remedy is a cure lor backache and of the time and works for the
upQoods Called for and Delivered.
kidney complaint."
building cf our new State.
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NESS.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
ALFALFA SEED.

PRICES

'

Delivered to your house.

Leave orders

Patronize home industry.

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CU.

Coi"1-re-

and White Cedar

Screen

Posts

CAPITAL COAL YARD
AM?
al LUMP

"

WOOC

cXm

FRANK M. JONES.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

'

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Or-

Or. Phone No. rfed 76

For Full Information Call,

1

STEAM

p

THE STAR BARN

OFFICIAL NEWS

'

LIVERY

J.

RIGS.

R. CREATH,

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this iigni r 10
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
N

Q

WOODY'S

Restaurant

LINE

OW1

TO

j

OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

N

Phone

JUL US

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

I

ALTER

The Tailor

INSTITUTE

iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
the
washer
for
your
fray,
um cleaner ready
cool the heatready to cleanse, fan ready to
do
will
every thing
rooms.
Electricity
ed
at
reasonable
it
furnish
We
rates,
for you.
inforfull
and
Estimates
aad
day
mation cheeer fully given.

'

Will clean, press, repair

rA

'
'

-

v

1

1

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

:

SANTAFE WATER & LIGHT CO.
NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 3, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Francis-

NOW

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings,
Awningsand Screens made
to order by one who knows
how. Fruit Ladders a

co Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,733, for STV
NW
SW1-4- ,
and W
4
S
SE
Section 23. Township 21
SV
has
N., Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian,
Bled notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Reg104
ister or Receiver at Santa Fe, N1. M., on
Sept. 5, 1912.
Telephone
MANUEL R. OTfcRO,
2

2

IS THE TIME to

specialty.

j.F.RHOADS
Galisteo Street

Register.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
of
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and worka for tie upbuild-luof our new State.

157

W.

::

SANTA FF, N. M

It will not pay you to waste your
tiem writing out your legal form
when you can get them alread7 printed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1912.

SUMMER SCHOOL
OF cHRGHAEOLOGY
Harris.)
(By John
This year's season of the School of
American Archaeology is proving so
very interesting to those who attend
that there is little doubt that the
summer session next year will be
This
Santa Fes main attraction.
morning a large crowd watched the
most skiHful of the San lldefonso Indians mould utensils from the clay.
Starting at the mixing of the clay,
the art of pottery making was taken
up step by step and almost before
those who had gathered to watch it
the Indian women had finished their
original pieces and laid them aside
The speed with which
to dry.
they would mould this pottery is
in which
The manner
they handle their very crude tools and
makes
the artistic results obtained
this one of the very unique features
The students
of the summer school.
of the school will have the privilege
of seeing the entire process of pottery making for while the moulders
were busy, three burro loads of cedar
wood arrived which will be used in
moulded this
burning the vessels
The moulding proved of
morning.
such interest that Dr. Hewett postponed his walk around the Old Palace in order that the entire morning
might be given up to watching the
potters.
Wilson of John HopDr. Harry
kins, arrived in. Santa Fe last Saturday to deliver a course of lectures on
Roman Archaeology and Art.
His first lecture was given Sunday
night in the House of Representatives
at the Capitol before a large audiHis subject Sunday night was
ence.
"Life. Art and Religion in AriKent
Etruria." This was illustrated by a
splendid series of slides which, with
Dr. Wilson's lecture, laid especial emphasis on their skill in engineering
and in the selection and fortification
of the site's on which their'cities were
built.
He also spoke of their fine art,
showing many pictures of their sculpturing and painting and closed by
pointing out the fact that the Etruscans were the lirst and for a long time
the only teachers of the Roman in
all things artistic.
Monday afternoon at the Old Palace
the RoProfessor Wilson discussed
man Campagna and its monuments in
order to give, first of all, the setting
of the Eternal City, which is to be the
subject of several illustrated lectures.
After showing the geological
origin
of the great plain which surrounds
the city he showed and explained the
most important monuments of the
Romans and among these the great
aqueduct, which sthetches for miles
across the open country showing imposing ruins of arches, the ruins of
the residences of the wealthy Romans
ox' antiquity, the great military roads
which radiate from Rome in every direction and the temples, shrines and
theatres and other remains of the ancient town of the Alban race.
The nest lecture in the course will
be given tonight at 8:00 and the subject will be: "The City of Rome in
Antiquity."
One of the delightful features of the

1L

Your Backache
and Rheumatism

?."'!

t

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Backache drags on your vitality. Saps
your strength. Weakens your endurance.
Hampers you in your work.
Besides that, it means something wrong with your
kidneys; a weakness, an
inflammation, a breaking
down, may be, of the kidney
tissues. Foley Kidney PilU
is tbe true answer. They
will help you QUICKLY,
strengthen and heal your
kidneys, regulate the action
of your bladder, and drive
out Backache and Rheumatism.
They
will make a strong, well man of you.
No habit forminn- drus. Try them.
. or sale by all druggists.
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Fraternal Societies

ST

P

PROFESSIONAL CARD!

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

masoni;.

Montezuma
No. 1. A. F.

Lodgi
& A. A)
Regular communication first Monday

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
at
Capital Oity Bank Building,
a
Santa Fe, New Mexico

of each month
Masonic - Hall
7.30.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M

Everybody Is Trying To Do It
We Are Doing It Right !

WATCH OUR SMOKE

School of American Archaeology and
of which more Santa Feans should
take advantage of is the morning
walking excursion which is generally
under the guidance of Director Hew-

CHAS.

!

Now

for Big

!

OFF ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

nYFn&nv

QJ

G. W. PRICHARD,
and Counsella.- - at Lav.
Attorney
1, R. A. M.
Practice iu all the District Court
convocation second
and gives special attention to case
Monday of each moat: before the State
Supreme Court.
at Masonic Hall a'.
Ollice:
Santa Fe, N. M.
Laughlin
Cidg.,
m.
7:30 p.
CHAS. A. WHEELON.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
h.
Attorney-at-Law- .
ARTHUR SEUGMAN. Secretary.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Santa Fe Commandcrj Land
JpwFSwf
Claims and Contests a Specialty
No- - 3. K. T.
F i
Repilai
conclave fourth Mon
McKEAN & OHEETHAM,
day in each uonth a'
"
Attorney
Masonic
Hall
7:St
at
jB
Practice in all the Courts and Be
p. m.
S
fore the Interior Department.
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
New Mexico.
Taos, W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

r

For Men, Women
and Children.

Bargains in

AND LOW SHOES

We have several hundred pairs of broken lines which are going at
HALh PRICE. These are al! this season's styles and worth just as
much to you as if we had a full line. But they have lost their com-

mercial value to us.

159$.

M?.
WpJV.
YSJSr

EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,
Attorney
degree. Ancient
Practice in the Courts and before
cepted Scottish
Free Masonry mee's or Land Department.
Land grains and titles examined.
the third Monday of each monti
at 7:30 o'clock In the ovenlng U Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan- Masonic Hall, south
lido of Plata
cia, N. M.
Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons ar eop
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
dially Invited to attend.
.
Attorneys-at-LawS. G. CAJmVRIGHT,
32.
Practice in the District Court aa
Venerable Master
well as before the Supreme Court of
HENRY I'. STEPHENS, 32
the State.
Secretary.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,

banta Fe i.odge
Perfection No. 1,

o.
14U
and Ac
Rite oi

to

....

Iff

FRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler.
P. M. A. LIENAU,

Santa Fe

75c

(Mm

All
this season's style in Tan, Gun
Metal, Suedes and Patent Kid.

Regular $3.50 and
$4 values.
No.

Cam i
W. A.
second Tues-

M.

13514,

tneets
day each month, to
cial meeting tUrf
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit

lng neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER,
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.

Omul

F. W. FARMER
Homestesd No.
2879.

Brotherhood
American

Price

of

Readers 'or

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your

advert!-men-

In 25

leading newspapers'
day issue, for $12 per insertion.

t

SunDe-

--

UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red C.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
DR. W.

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
11 o. m. to 12:30 p. m
Office Hours
2 to 1 p. :n. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

J.

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting brothers always welcome.

AVE

Phone, 220 Red

OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P. M.
1

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.

i$e3
MEN'S OXFORDS

SS

Tell your story to
2,000,000

of

A. E. P. Robinson.
Cor. Sec.
David
Ckmzales.

1877-- A

Your choice,

ADVfc.-TISE- ?

First FriiW. DIAZ,
the month
DR.
at the Fireman's
DON GASPAR
Hall. H. Foreman RESIDENCE,

day

The very latCOLONIALS est thing and
the season's
best styles in Suedes, Tans and Gun
Metal. Regular $4.00.

BARTENDER WINS SCHOLARSHIP AT PRINCETON: MIKES DRINKS WITH ALGEBRA.
ATHLETICS AND MORALS.

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO

scriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Secretary.
Taos, New Mexico.

300 pairs Women's Oxfords

vie'.-iiit-

month. Visiting broth
era are lnvitea ant
welcome.

iaS

100 Pairs of Ladies Oxfords and
Slippers in Black and Tan. All
odds and ends. Values up to $3.00
a pair. While they last
per pair

C. P. O. E.
460, B. P. O. E. boldi
Santa Fe Lodge No

its regular session ot
the second and fourtl

i

RAILROAD TO MATERIALIZE.
Texico. X. jr., Aug. 7. The long
talked of Santa Fe railroad cut off
from Lubbock to Texico is about to
materialize at last.
Work his been
going on at several places alon; the
l'.ne for some time, bu: u thing has
been done here until now. Mr. W. P.
K lean, the
came in
yesterday from San Acacio, Colorado,
where he had been working on some
kind of irrigation reservoir.
He has
2(S teams and a good force
of men
with him and will begin work in a
day or two on his 13 miles that begin
at Texico.
The biggest rain of the seas in fel'
last night, so far as we know, all over
cistern New Mexico, but the telephone wires have all been pu. out of
commission temporarily by the electricity.
The Santa Fe train No. 118 is held
Here on account, of washout between
here and Clovis, said to be abou: two
r.mi a half miles long.
i
It is thought that Clovis am'
had a cloudburst last.
The fine rain, the worn on the San-'- a
Fe cut off and the splc-rliof the new rati road being built
from here to Midland, Texas, soon,
around Texico
makes the
feel a great deal better.

Secretary.
Ne
RcKiilai

!

The first of these was to Fort Marcy
by way of the Garita or o'd Spanish
From there Dr. Hewett took
prison.
the students to the ruins of the ancient Tano Pueblo, portions of which
may be seen today, and gave a sketch
of these Indians' history, explaining
their costumes and beliefs.
One remark which Dr. Hewett made
and which aroused a great deal of interest was that he believed a kiva or
est ufa might be unearthed at a certain point, on the fort.
From the archives in Spain and the
City of .Mexico it is now definitely
known that Cornnado did not visit
Santa Fe in 1312 but that Onate was
the first explorer to reach this country and made the first permanent setHowtlement in Santa Fe in 1005.
ever Onate saw the ruins of the Tano
Pueblo on Fort Marcy
as early as

Assistant District Attorney, Firs
Judicial District.

Santa Fe Chapter

!

There is no gas or hot air about it
We do what we advertise

ett.

E. LJNNEY.

17-1- 8

All
One lot of Men's Oxfords.
kinds of leathers and styles.
Values up to $4.50.
i uur ciiuice
8

ff

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 2j9, holds its regular
PHONE 233.
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M
DAVID GONZALES. Secretary.
Let Him Know It If you are out ot
a position, you must let tie employer
Are You a Seller? An advertise know it. A want advertisement in the
ment in the classified columns of the ness and professional man in the city
New Mexican will put your real es- and county and a great many in the
tate on the market effectively. It will state. If you have any special talput the facts of your property before ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
the eyes f all possible buyers.
You cannot get up to date printing
material
If you use embossed stationery, you unless you have
can do no better than placing your or- and facilities. The New Mexican
der with the New Mexican Printing Printing Company has both, and at
prices will be quoted upon request. r.he same time expert mechanics.
Our styles and .orms are strictly up Your orders are always assured personal attention.
to dat

200 pairs of Tan, Gun Metal
and Patent Colt.
$3.50 and $4.00
Sale price

VOLUME 18.

Regular

NEW MEXICO REPORTS

$2.75

NOW READY.

JOHN LARSEN.
19 is a fine little
He can mix a pousse cafe or
a suisesse with the same abandon that
dishe juggles algebraic
equations,
economy, or
courses' on political
"draws one with a low collar."
As bartender In his father's
station," on Milwaukee avenue, Chicago, John mixed drinks for
others he doesn't indulge and studm.
ied night after night until
sounded the closing hour.
His surroundings never caused the
boy to swerve from the path he chose
as a lead, to keep straight and obtain
an education. As a result of mixing
work and study, he graduates in the
fall from the barroom and matriculates at Princeton, with a scholarship
which assures his expenses for four
years, at the New Jersey institution of
learning made famous by "Doggie"
Trenchard, the Poes, de Witt, Sammy
White and Woodrow Wilson, invens
tor of the
play in football.
Larsen was chosen by the Princeton club of Chicago, which annually
selects the student who best stands
the acid test as the most worthy candidate for honors.
Larsen went through Evanston
academy, paying his expenses with

John Larsen, at

mixer.

"life-savin- g

la.

criss-cros-

money earned by tending bar for his
father. Hard as the work was it
doesn't seem to have interfered with
the physical or mental development
of this boy with the determined jaw
and the physique of a young Hercules.
In addition to his studies, Larsen
found time to play baseball and to
make the track team. He is an
athlete, and has competed
stars
against the best
In the country.
"I don't know what they'll think of
me going from a barroom to Prince- ton, do you, pop?" the brawny young!
fellow asked his father, across the
bar, the other day.
"It doesn't make any difference, my
boy, where you come from. Your
work has been honest, and you're a
good boy. If you weren't entitled to
it you wouldn't have received
the

One lot of $4.50 Oxfords, Black and
Tan. Button, Blucher (ft
4 ET
w
or Lace. Your choice

43

FORBUSH MAKE.

d

c

scholarship."
"We picked Larsen because he Is
a man of
ability, has led a
clean life, is a good mixer with both
drinks and men; because he aspires
to high things, and, because we believe foe will make good for old Nassau,'' said !R. C. McClurg, secretary of
the Chicago Princeton club.
Larsen will study civil engineering.

fen

CHILDREN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS.
Regular, $2.50, Sale Price,
2,25,
2.00,

FT--

"
"

SEE OUR

"

"

$1.55
1.75
1.45

WWW

Regular, $1.35, Sale Price,
"
"
1.15, "

$ .95
.75

Boys' Shoes and Oxfords for a Song

FOB OTHER

PMCES --

C8

JOHN PFLUEGER.

Price, $2.70.

Express Prepaid, $3.00.

Send your orders in now for this

latest

volume covering the decisions "of the
Supreme Court up to January 15, 1912.
We also carry in stock all numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse's
quent Session Laws. Money's and
Digests of the NewMexico Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.
Der-den-

FOR SALE BY

New Mexican Printing Co.,
PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.
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a parcels post a3 complete as that of
jany other nation. We must look to
the health of our people upon every
hand, as well as hearten them with
This is the
justice and opportunity.
policy that has a vision and a hope
and that looks to serve mankind,
"With regard to the development
of greater and more numerous water
ways and the building up of a merchant marine, we must follow great
constructive lines and not fall back
upon the cheap device of bounties and
In the case of the Missi-- i
subsidies.
ssippi river, that great central artery
of cur trade, it is plain that the fede--;
ral government must build and niain-- t
tain the levees and keep the great
THE waters in harness for the
general use.
j

ASSOCIATION STARS. CANDIDATES FOR MOJOR LEAGUES
It won't lie long before the major
s
league clubs begin buying the
found in every bush and fast
minor league in the country.
In the American association, a
fast youngsters are picked by
the dopesters to get trials in the big
leagues.
la Kansas City, Charles Carr believes he has one of the best, in Third
Baseman Johnny Corriden, who kicked himself out of the American league
a couple of years ago by letting
Lajoie beat out something like
seven or eight bunts one afternoon
"when Larry and Cobb were fighting
for batting honors.
Corriden has lost his timidity. He
Is strong on hard hit balls or bunts.
He is one of the greatest
infielders in the American association and goes after everything. He
has lost sight of his own average in
the effort to help his club. A pair of
phe-nom-

Cobb or Jackson. He bats
ed, but has been timed to

right handfirst in 3
gone from the

j

seconds, and has
plate to third, 270 feet, in 10 seconds.

half-doze-

A year ago Wilbur Cooper was "riding the rods,'' trying to convince some
small town manager he could pitch.
Today he is the most sought pitcher
in the American association and will
bring a fancy price in the fall.
Cooper is only 20 and this is his
second season in professional base
bait. Mansfield, O., had a
last year, so the management decid

n
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HONOR ANO DECLARES THAT IT IS

AND NOT FOR MERE PURPOSE
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IF
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TIME
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SPEAK

VOTES-RIG- HT

FROM
JUSTICE
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waterways where trade will be most
served and transportation most readily cheapened by them. Such expenditures are no largess on the part of the
government, they are national investments.
"The very fact that we have at last

IN YEARS TO COME

IT IS PLAINLY A NEW AGE DECLARES

j32S3.

ground-coverin-

good hands, a splendid arm and fleet- footed, few balls get by him.
Corriden graduated from the Western league to St. Louis, and after the
Lajoie episode went to Pittsburg
"where Kansas City secured him. Ho
is now one of the stars of the American association.

OF HEW JERSEY

PROFESSOR-GOVERNO- R

Sea Girt, X. J., Aug. C. Governor science of a people deeply stirred by
Woodrow Wilson of New Jersey, was the conviction that they have come
officially informed today that he had to a critical turning point In
and political development.
conbeen chosen by the Baltimore
vention as the nominee for the presi"Plainly it is a new age," he went
not
on.
dency on the democratic ticket.
"It requires
Briefly and simply, Governor Wilson to attempt too much, and yet it would
was notified of his nomination
bv be cowardly to attempt too little. In
Senator-elec- t
the broad light of this new day, we
Ollie
of
James
Kentucky
Given a job until another player's
who emphasized, a? he said, that the stand face to face with what? Plainly
finger recovered usefulness, and benot with questions of party, not with a
Governor had obtained the honor
coming the most talked-abou- t
player
and un- contest for office, not with a petty
by obligations
in the league, is the fate of Kemper
With great,
embarrassed by affiliations of any struggle for advantage.
Shelton, Columbus fielder, declared
kind.
the fastest man in baseball.
Though the Governor spoke questions of right and of justice,
in acceptance,
Shelton didn't have a look in untheoretically, to the rather, questions of national devetil an accident put him in an exhibififty two members of the committee, lopment, of the development of chartion game. He hit like a fiend, cut
representing each state and territory acter and of standards of action no
off several sure hits and nailed es
in the United
States, the speech. less than of a better business system.
job.
The forces of the alion are assertsounding the depth of his political
Pittsburg tried out Shelton in the
philosophy, was heard by a great num ing themselves against every form of
infield when he graduated from the
ber.
special privilege and private control,
University of West Virginia, but his
Governor Wilson stood smiling on and are seeking bigger things than
did
a
and
he
handicap
speed proved
the veranda of the Summer
Capital they have ever heretofore achieved.
not last long. He went to MaysviHe. WILBUR COOPER (IX ACT OF THROWING),
KEMPER
SHELTON
here early today fondling a little child
"There are two great things to do.
Ky., played the outfield, and Bob
and surveying the broad, green mead- One is to set up the rule of justice
(ABOVE), AND JOHN CORRIDEN1 (BELOW.)
Quinn, Columbus scout, saw him one
ow where, in the afternoon he was to and of
right in such matters as the
day as he stretched an ordinary
be officially notified of his nomination tariff, the regulation of the trusts and
double into a triple, and, on top of
bidders
him.
He
after
has good to the presidency on the democratic the prevention of monopoly, the
ed Cooper wouldn't do. He ."hopped
that, steal home.
where, after speed, a fine curve, and what is bet ticket.
The child was the year old adaption of o.ir banking and eurrencj
Quinn signed him, and now, al a freight" for Marion,
he was permitted to ter, wonderful control for a young granddaughter of Mrs. Annie M. Howe laws to the very uses to which our
though hitting less than .300, Shelton many rebuffs
He is far steadier than nr Rninivh v
his job. Columbus soiithpaw.
Mr,. r i
people must put them, the treatment
leads the association in runs scored, pitch and cinched
mak- Marquard was when that sensational !.,
The Governor's only brother, of those who do the daily labor in
Is fourth among the base stealers and bought him, while the Cubs were
r
was
at
Indianapolis, and
K W1i80n,.one of the editors our factories and mines and throughis the most sensational fielder in the ing bids.
Cooper may not be as sensational is just about ripe for the fastest com of the Nashville, Tenn., Banner and out all our great industrial and comleague.
has petition
his cousin, James Woodrow, of Colum- - mercial undertakings, and the politi- Shelton is considered faster than as Rube Marquard, but his record
swere the only other rela- - cal life of the people of the Philip-.51HI
and
Omaha .
57
.528 ma.
races
track
local
were
there
ever
It is a fact that the team which is
tives nereMiss Eleanor Wilson, the pines, for whom we hold government-.3150
54
par- - Sioux City
'climbs
the
country,
over
all
holding down fourth place in the Na- hill
Governor's youngest daughter, who al power in trust, for their service,
Moine
51
Des
54
the
and
west
far
tional League should be fighting with ticularly in the
re-not our own.
52
53
The other, the
Pacific coast, Wichita .
.486; had been visiting in Connecticut,
the Giants for the pennant. When in south Motorists on the
turned here today, completing
50
56
the tional duty, is the great task of
the
buying Lincoln .
from
interested
those
and
their full strength, Red Doom's Phil37
67
family group.
tecting our people and our resources
particunu , xopeha
lies size up as being the class of the ctanduoint watchedracewith Tacoma,
m
On the veranda, where
at
car
Governor and of keeping open to the whole peothe
care
light
and
a
circuit
parent
only
distressing
a very representaWilson was to deliver his speech of ple the doors of opportunity through
series of accidents to players put the which was entered two
Fords, two
were wicker chairs, for which they must, generation by genefield
including
acceptance,
tive
Quakers out oi the running for the
an Oakland and others,
the 52 members of the notification ration, pass if they are to make con1912 banner.
Since Lobert returned Studebakers, 1910 Maxwell car which
AMERICAN.
the
committee and the guests invited by quest of their fortunes in health, in
to the game and the team's pitchers as well asamazed
R. H. E the
At Detroit.
all beholders by wincommittee which included 22 freedom, in peace, and in contentrecently
have started to show their real form,
7 30
car race at Santa Mon- Detroit
In the performance of this
democratic
the
The exercises ment.
light
governors.
ning
n o
T
the Phillies have been going faster
"
'
The event turned out a sweeping
scheduled to begin immediate"!? second great duty we are face to face
'jwere
than any rival teim. The Fogel com- ica.
arDubtic
and
Tower
Batteries:
Stanage;
victory, Evans and
alter a luncheon to the official group, with questions of conservation and of
bination is a goc? one. What other Studebaker
first and second, each driving hop, Davis and Sweeney.
finishing
By half past eleven the roadway development, questions of forests and
club can boast of a be'Her outfield the
s
at a rate faster than a
The waterpowers and mines and waterAt Chicago.
trio than Magee, Paskert and Cravath? mile a minute.
R. H. E. was iammed with automobiles.
club which arrived with ways, of the building of an adequate
marching
3
Where is there a speedier infield quaStudebaker
Chicago
At Old Orchard Beach a
merchant marine.
rtet than the one made up of Lobert, E. M. F. "30" driven by Burke and Washington
.10 14 0 brass bands bore orange and black
with
a
"We have got into trouble in recent
Wilson
Pennants
on
picture
Batteries: Lang, Peters and Kuhn;
Red entered by Charles Simerson of West
Doolan, Knabe and Luderus?
them0n tneir coats they wore sun-- years chiefly because these large
Dooin is a high class receiver and Hobokenx. J., scared all competitors Johnson, Engle and Ainsmith.
flowers.
things, which ought to have been
there is no denying the fact that Alex- out of the races to Which it was eligio:onel William Libbey, Princeton handled by taking counsel with as
NATIONAL.
ander, Rixey, Chalmers, Moore and ble, winning three events by the
a mera,Jer of the Governor's staff, large a number of persons as possible
Brennan are' sweet pitchers.
At New York.
R H E
walkover route. Burke made a fatal
0
at
car
eariy arrival, it was uoionei because they touch every interest and
S
3
speed,
his
Xew
York
mistake by showing
'."i
AFTER BASE STEALING RECORD. in practice.
16 n Liljbey who gave the orange and black the life of every class and region,
Pittsburg .
Batteries: Mathewson Kirby and color scliem to Princeton, which pro- - have in fact too often been handled in
D. C, Aug. 7 Zeb
Studebaker cars also swept the
Washington,
uauiy win De me colors or the demo- private conference.
They have been
Jlilan is setting sail for Ty Cobb's card at the Memphis meeting, win- Meyers; Cole and Kelly.
cratic campaign decorations.
Colo- - settled by very small, and often derecord made last year, ning three out of four races and takAt Philadelphia
R. H. E. nel Libl)ey discovered while in Eng- - liberately exclusive groups of men
and has every possibility of better- ing second in the fourth after sufferdis4 10 1 land in 1870 tnat the English branch who undertook to speak for the whole
Philadelphia
Cobb stole ing from a foul which caused the
ing it, barring accidents.
had nation, very honestly it may he, but
power op- Chicago
eighty-thre1 6 0 lof the Duke of Nassau's family
sacks last season, ana qualification of a
Batteries: Rixey and Kill iter; Ruel- - fdopted oranse and black and brought very ignorantly sometimes, and very
Milan is weil over fifty with the sea- ponent. Driver Gibbs and his Studeit:
t0 Princeton the next year when shortsighted, too, a poor substitute
son a little more than half over. Just baker Flanders "20" won in their class back and Archer.
it was adopted as the college insig- - for genuine common counsel, no
how much Milan has Improved on the and in the class for 3041. p. cars.
Studenia' At
Louisville. Lonisville-Milwait- group of directors, economic, or poli-bases this season may be gleaned Driver Dunnivan in another 40 h.
p.
for
race
won
.
"20"
the
baker
The democratic committee or notifi-X- tical, can speak for a people.
At
Louisville:
They
from the fact that he stole only fifty
'cation numbering 35, left here at 11 have neither thepoint of view nor the
cars and under.
game; rain.
eight bases all during last year, and at
o'clock for Sea Girt, X. J., where this knowledge.
Our difficulty is not that
At Los Angeles the Studebaker "20"
that was second to Cobb.
At Boston
and designing men have plot-- ;
R. II. E. afternoon, Gov. Wilson was to be offagain swept the boards, though Driver Kincaid stopped twice once to Boston
3 13 2 icially informed that he has been nom- - ted against us, but that our common
RECALL LELIVERT.
An inter- - affairs have been determined upon too
Cincinnati
11 15 1 lnated for the presidency.
Toledo, O., Aug.
Bill Le - I8,ve nm mQ, ,oa Wla" "1JU';U
then to send
a view and by too private an
Batteries: Bess, Donnolley, Brown jestng member of the committee was
livert, farmed to the Virginia league er and mechanic, and
Mrs. C. P. Overfield of Salt Lake Citv. initiative. Our task now is to effect
and Rariden; Benton and Clarke.
last winter by Minneapolis on account back medical help. The field included
Utah, who took the place of her hus- a great readjustment ana get the
of a bad arm, returned to the Millers two Fords, a Thomas, Scbacht and
band, C. P. Overfield, who was unable forces of the whole people more into
He says his arm is all Reo.
here today.
A Studebaker "30" won the big hill BIG
iio come east ana asKed his Wlte tuirdav
We need no revnlntinn.
we
He
will
be
LAND
chance
a
GRANTS
right.
given
act for him in the committee.
climb at High Point, X. C, beating
need no excited charge; we need only
to show.
,
Stoddard-DaytonThe
notification committee led by a new
two
Corbetts, a
point of view and a new method
Senator-elec- t
Ollie James of Kentucky and
Pullman, Hudson and Buick.
SOLD FOR TAXES arrived
of counsel.
COBB TO BECOME A MANAGER.
spirit
at 1:45 o'clock, accompanied
For varity, there was a twenty-mil"The tariff question as dealt with
Indianapolis, Aug. 7. What would
Governors
Baldwin
of
LeadConnecticut;
race on a
track at
you think of Ty Cobb as a baseball villp Cnln Thp rnnrsf is nrnhflblv nrnn.r
Dix of New Yolk; JJonaghey of Ar- - in our time at any rate has not been
r IfiJIUUt Ant
It has been politics. Tariff
111
fool
Uf
magnate at Indianapolis?
of
Foss
Ur
April
AKfflSikansas;
Massachusetts, and business.
tne llighest in the world, being at a rtunt
stories and various other fool stories)
O'Xeal of Alabama; Senator Myers schedules have been made up for the
OVER PROPERTY
RIGHTS-MUCaltitude above sea level. The
.c m a juiwus WJ cuunecieu coud s
of Montana; Former Xational Chair - iwpose of keeping as large a number
won by a stvIdebaker E. M.
MONEY INVOLVED IN
name with an Indianapolis team, but Fpvent wagA Pennsvlvania
man Xorman E. Mack;
Charles R. as possible of the rich and influential
finished
more than a mere joke in the tmd..,0flml nn nverl.nnrt. third.
Crane of Chicago, who has just been manufacturers of the country in a
suggestion that Cobb may within the
appointed vice chairman of the dem- - good humor with the republican party
Reports of minor meetings are still
Estancia, X. M., Aug. 7. There is ocratic finance
next year, come to Indianapolis as a
committee, and Repre - which desired their constant financial
each
the
in,
mails,
through
filtering
a decided mix-uhere, as the result sentatives Henley of Alabama. and support.
magnate if not as a player.
Ihe tariff has become a
of them bringing its story of educa
Cobb has proved himself a good
of the attempt to sell several large Jonnson of Kentucky.
system of favors, which the phraseotional competitions.
business man since he was taken to
The party were received by the logy of the schedule was often deland grants for delinquent taxes yesIetroit as an obscure player and blosgovernors his wife, and daughters in liberately contrived to conceal.. Who,
of
a temporary the
terday, the granting
somed forth into a star who demandgovernor's cottage, where lunch- when you- come down to the hard facts
injunction by Judge Medler which ar- eon was served to them.
ed a big salary. And he is looking
of the matter, hava been represented
forward to the time when he will not
rived here after the deals had been"
William Jennings Bryan sent a tele- in recent years when otir tariff sched
he a king of the diamond. He has the
made and the threats of residents of gram regretting that previous engage ules were
and tiebeing discussed
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
the
itching palm for business. Naturally
grant to forcibly resist ments had prevented him from com - termined, out on the floor of congress
Won Lost Pet. any Tajiqua in
ho wishes that business to be baseto
Sea Girt.
the title of the land ing
change
for that is not where they have been
26
71
.732
Senator-elec- t
ball Cobb fears the time will come New York
Ollie James came to
there.
determined, but in the committee
35
63
.643
Chicago
when one of those daring slides into
the front of the veranda at 3 o'clock roomg
C. J. Amble, county
and conferences?
That is the
3S
treasurer, kept
.600
5"
a base may break a bone and put him Pittsburg
uovernor
Dy
Wilson and heart of the whole affair.
iictuiupameu
Will you,
47
50
.515 his office open until midnight last Governor
out of the running as a major league Philadelphia
Marshall.
They were greet- can you, bring the whole,, people into
night, at which time the redemption ed
54
46
'Cincinnati
.460
and
loud
he
is looking for a
cheers.
star,
by
already
AH tax certificates
or not?
44
St. Louis
57
.436 period expired.
soit spot In which to land.
Governor Wilson sat to the right of the partnership
64
36
.360 were redeemed before that hour ex- Mr. James while the
"We do not ignore the fact that the
Cobb has again shown his business 'Brooklyn
vice
presidential
27
.27S cept the Xew Mexico Fuel and Iron
70
business of a country like ours is exacumen by choosing Indianapolis as 'Boston
candidate was at his left.
company's which company sent E. R.
the best proposition outside the maMr. James' speech of notification ceedingly sensitive to changes in legPaul, its egent, here today with an inAMERICAN LEAGUE
a
jor leagues.
iiequeuuy interrupted by ap--! islation of this kind. It has been built
Won Lost Pet. junction.
upon tarup, however,
plause.
Boston
71
The grants involted were the
.683
WONDERFUL RESULTS
After thanking the committee of no- iff schedules written in the way I
6
39
.622
IN AUTO RACES. Washington
Tajiqiie, the Mora Timber com- tification and expresing his profound have indicated, and its foundations
43
59
.578 pany's holdings and the New Mexico sense of responsibility in
Details gathered during the week Philadelphia
accepting must not be too radically or too
49
51
.510 Fuel and Iron company's
When we act
following Independence day indicate Chicago
properties the nomination, the Governor said suddenly disturbed.
52
52
.500 within Torrance county.
that "The Fourth" of 1912 was easily Detroit ...
A total 61 he realized that he was expected to we shou d act with caution and pru46
56
.451 some $12,000 taxes is involved which
the biggest day that the United States Cleveland
speak plainly, to talk politics and open dence, like men who know what they
32
66
.327 will materially aid this county. The the
has ever known in the number and New York
campaign "in words whose mean- are about, and not like those in love
9
32
.317 taxes delinquent were 1903, 6 and 7.
variety of automobile contests which st
It is obvious that the
And he was with a theory.
ing no one need doubt."
inarked its celebration.
Suit was brought iy former county expected to
speak, he added, to the changes we make should be made only
WESTERN LEAGUE,
The two "big" meets of the celebra- treasurer.
The time limit of three country as well as. to the committee. at such a rate and m such a way as
tion were at opposite extremes of the
Won Lost Pet. years expired yesterday.
"We must speak," he continued, by will least interfere with the moral and
There was
46
63
country Tacoma, Wash., and Old Denver
.577
way of preface, "not to catch votes, healthful course of commerce and
Orchard Beach, Me. In addition, how - St. Joseph
57
50
.532
(Continued on Page FlYe.).
But we shall not on
but to satisfy the thought and con- - manufacture.

that account act with timidity, es if
we did not know our own minds, for
we are certain of our ground and of
our object. There should be an im-- !
mediate
revision and it should be
downward unhesitatingly and steadily

1

their-mora- l

"The nation as a nation lias grown
She is justly proud
immensely rich.
of her industries and of the genius
of her men oi affairs.
They can mas- ter anything they set their minds to
and we have been greatly stimulated
under their leadership and command.
Their laurels, are many and very
We must accord them the
green.
great honors that are their due and
we must preserve what they have
built up for us.
But what of the
other side of the picture? It is not
as easy for us to live as it used to be.
Our money will not. buy as much.
High wages, even when we get them,
yield us no great comfort. We used
to be better off with less, because a
dollar could buy so much more. The
majority of us have been disturbed
to find ourselves growing poorer, even
though out earnings were slowly inPrices climb faster than
creasing.
we can push our earnings up.
We
know that they are not fixed by the
'
"""KUUU,IS 01 lne nai-neiancient law of supply and demand
which is to be found stated in all
primers of economics, but by private
arrangements with regard to what
the supply should be and agreement
among the producers themselves
Those who buy are not even represented by counsel. The high cost of
living is arranged by private understanding.
"We naturally ask ourselves,
how
did these gentlemen get control of
these things? Who handed our economic laws over to them for legislative and contractual alteration? We
have in these disclosures still another
view of the tariff, still another proof
that, not the people of the United
States, but only a very small number
of them have been partners in that

r
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addi-.47-

.

pro-.35-

TODAY'S GAMES

......... 15

legislation.
"The

labor question is a
question only because we have not yet
found the rule of right in adjusting
the interests of labor and capital.
Here, again, the sense of universal
partnership must come into play if
we are to act like statesmen, as those
who serve, not a class, but a nation.
"The working people of America
from
if they must be distinguished
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STANDING OF THE
CLUBS

j

Tor-reo-

interest in international
trade. We are not building the canal
and pouring millions upon millions of
money into its construction merely to
establish a water connection between
the two coasts of the continent, important and desirable as that may be,
particularly from the point of
of naval defense.
It is meant to be a
-great international highway. It would
be a little ridiculous
if we should
build it and then have no ships
to
send through it.
There have been
years when not a single ton of freight
passed through the great Suez Canal
In an American ship so empty were
the seas of our ships and seamen. We
must mean to put an end to that kind
of thing or we would not he cutting
a new canal at our very doors merely
for the use of our men of war.
We
shal not manage the revival by the
mere paltry device of tolls. We must
build and buy ships in competition
with the world.
We can do it if we
will but give ourselves leave.
"There is another duty which the
democratic party has shown itself
great enough and close enough to tha

,

Jo8-ep-

'

3

the minority that constitutes the rest
of It, are, of course, the backbone
of the nation. Xo law that safeguards
their life, that improves the physical
and moral conditions under which
they live, that makes their hours of
that
labor rational and tolerable,
gives them freedom to act in their
own interest, and that pro'ects t'lem
where they cannot protect
.an properly be regarded as c'ass
islation or as anything but as a roasure taken in the inUsrest of the whole
people, whose partnership in right
tion we are trying to establish and
make real and practical. It is in this
spirit that we shall act if we are genuine spokesmen of the whole country.
"In dealing with the complicated
and difficult question of the reform
of our banking and currency laws, it
is p'ain that we ought to consult very
many persons besides tho bankers,
rot because we distrust the bankers,
tut because they do not necessarily
cnmpiel cud the business of the cojn-try- ,
notwithstanding they are indispensable servants of it and may do a
vast deal in making it hard or easy.
Xo mere bankers' plan will meet the
requirements, no matter how honestly
It should be a merchants'
conceived.
and farmers' plan as well, elastic in
the hands of those who use it as an
indispensable part of their daily bus-

j

people to perceive, the duty of government to share in promoting agricultural, industrial, vocational educa
tion in every way possible within its
constitutional powers. Xo other plat- form has given this intimate vision of
a party.s duty
The natjon cannot
enjoy its deserved Bupremacy in the
markets and enterprises of the world
unless itg peopJ are given the eKge
and effectiveness that come only with
knowledge and training. Education is
part of the great task of conservation,
part of the task of renewal and of
perfected power.
"A presidential campaign may easily
degenerate into a mere personal contest and so lose its real dignity and
There is no indispensignificance.
sable man.
The government will not
collapse and go to pieces if any ono
of the gentlemen who are seeking to
be entrusted with its guidance should
be left at home. But men are instruments. AVe are as important as the
cause we represent, and in order to
be important must really represent a
cause.
What is our cause? The people's cause. That is easy to say, but
what does it mean? The common as
against any particular 'nterest whatever.
Yes, but that, too, needs translation into acts and policies.
We
represent the desire to set up an
government, a government
that cannot be used for private purposes, either in the field of business
r in the field of pontics; a goverp.
ment that will not tolerate the use of
the organization of a great party to
serve the personal aims and ambitions of any individual, and that will
not permit legislation to be employed
to furthe'r any private interest.
I
heed with deep thankfulness the mes
sage you bring me from the country.
1 feel
that I am surrounded by men
whose principles and ambitions
are
those of true servants of the people.
I thank God, and will take
courage.
All legal blanks prepared according
to the Statutes of Xew Mexico, new
State form, for sale by the Nv.i
Mexican Printing Company.

UNCLE ABE'S
RHEUMATISM SOAP
The Greatest Discovery of the Age.

Made from the formula of an Eminent German Doctor. It will
cure all rheumatic and muscular
pains in both old and young. Recognized by most leading doctors
as the greatest cure for Rheumatism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
Lame Backs, Colds in the Chest,
iness.
Cramps in the Stomach, are all
"In dealing with he Philippines, we quickly removed by following the
should not allow ourselves to stand directions closely that accompany
We each package of UNCLE ABE'S
upon any mere point of pride.

are not the owners of the Philippine
We hold them in trust for
Islands.
the people who live in them.
They
are theirs, for the uses of their life.
We are not even their partners. It is
our duty, as trustees, to make whatever arrangement of government will
be most serviceable to their freedom
and development.
Here, again, we
are to set up the rule of justice and
.
of right.
"I do not know any greater question
We have
than that of conservation.
been a spendthrift nation and must
now husband what we have left. We
must do more than that. We must
develop, as well as preserve, our water powers and must add great waterways to the transportation facilities
of the nation; to supplement the railways within our borders as well as
We must revive
upon the Isthmus.
our merchant marine, too, and fill ths
seas again with our fleets. We must
servica
add to our present
post-offic- e

RHEUMATISM

Guaran-

SOAP.

teed under the Food and Drugs
Act

'j.

KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
No. Bridge Plaza,
Suite 34 and S5. Dept fl.
Long Island City, New York.
Price SSc per pkr. By Mull add Be. for Postaee 1
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PROMPTLY PILLED-

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power
4

:

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

AoMotorCycle without a doubt with trouble
left at tbe factory.

LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.
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WONDERFUL LECTURES

S TRUST CO.

ON ARCHAEOLOGY HERE

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business

N IMPORTANT
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Monday, lasting the entire
week on all this Season's Sum- rner Goods.

this month

MRS. W. UNDHARDT,

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

SALE begins

Each scientist must have his own
(By Nan O'Xeil.)
The two lectures ;it tiro School of theories, according to his point
of
of
Archaeology last night proved to be view. Bergsen, a French scientist,
;the most interesting to the large claims that all knowledge comes in
number of studeiits in attendance. two ways t'hrough intellect anil intuiThe enrollment is larger than ever be- tion. For example we feel intuitively
fore and the session promises to be a the continuance of life through all the
This line consists of all Piece Ooods and Ladies' Suits,
tremendous success.
ages, but we do not know this through
125 Palace Ave.
Coats and Dresses.
Dr. T. I). A. Cockre'l continued his intellect.
Weismann. a Herman phil
fours of lectures upon Evolution and osopher, published a theory
stating h tids. It is assumed
that the governHeredity. He began his talk with an that all forms of life have two kinds
explanation of the Darwinian theory of plasms 'he form ih;sm and the ment is prepared to meet them part
He explained that the germ plasm. The form plasm which way in u plan of establishing peace.
,of. evolution.
EI
Paso, Texas, Aug. 7. Rafael
popular impression of Darwin's the-- ; is the center of material for the body
cry was t'hat man is the direct de- dies, but tho germ plasm creates other Hernandez, minister of fomento of
scendant of the app whereas we are genu pUums which do not die with .Mexico, at noon today crossed the incousins the body. Therefore life is a continu- ternational boundary just west of El
probably only
ol the monkey. The theory was bas- ous thread, growing larger and small- l'aso, and was met by Genera! Pascual
ed on two principles sexual selection er, but never breaking
in this way, Orozco, who rode out from Juarez on
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
and survival of the fittest, and in thisj each of us in ourselves ate epitomes' the Mexican side with a party of his
germ staff officers. The result of the secret
general theory was evolution was ol all the past and because-thCede a
govonly one example.
plasm remains unbroken we are at fonference between the
ernment cabinet members
and the
Darwin's evidences that man and least a million years old.
Dr. Hector Alliot of l.os Angeles, rebel commander in chief, is not made
animaj were made on the same plan
are first, man's body is. constructed in gave the second lecture of the evening known.
It was declared to the Assoeiatetl
the same way as an animal's
body, on Early Italian Art. He connected
GKILDREN'S. MiSSES'. LADiES'. BOYS' ANQ MEN'S'
Studying tissue, one finds they are the his lecture with the preceding lecture Press by Enrique O. Llorente, Mexican
is
same not only in mamals but even in in showing how art was also an evo- consui. here, that the conference
one-ha- lf
on
for one week
insects as in man. As a second evi-- ! lution and since painting was the mir- not official. Consul f.lorente says thai
dence numerous rudiments are found ror of each period, we could trace the General Orozco sent for Senor Herin man which may be traced in lower development of culture through art. nandez and that the meeting was unanimals. There is a small lump on Painting did not begin as an idle solicited on the part of the federal
the to)) of our ears which is the re- daubing of stones with a stray piece government.
Hernandez arrived here last n ight
mains of the pointed ears of our an- of charcoal as many suppose, but servBLF
GOODS
CO.
cestors. The appendix is another ru- ed a purpose from the beginning as a on his way to California.
It
was
announced
this
here
morning
diment whose only value in man is toT record of man. Tile crude pictures
give surgeons practice, which in ani-- ! and engravings that we find in the Ihat lie merely stopped over in El
cave dwellings all had their
mills is a very useful organ.
for Paso for a day's respite on the jour- Another biologist of great fame is instance, there is a sketch of a primi-- . i:ey. It .was said that he was on a
an Englishman named Wallace who. t:ve man, killing a linn. The lather, purely industrial mission and that his
is still living in England although he may have drawn t'his to encourage frii along the border had nothing to
TSiE ECONOMY FRUIT JARS
k. over ninety years of age.
Biolo- bravery in his son and as a record of do with the revolution.
When seen this afternoon by the
gists have been divided into two the father's courage.
The Best Fruit Jar in the Market.
The three great divisions of art are Associated Press, Senor Hernandez
cr.mps, the one headed by Darwin and
that
Easy to Open, Easy to Close.
denied
he
had
talked
with
Hatly
Wallace.
the other by
Wallace says architecture, sculpture and painting
that man's soul is the explanation of and these remain the (lower of arch- General Orozco. Pressed, he admitted
HAND-PAINTE- D
all higher qualities in man, and that aeology because the art of today will that 'he had crossed the line west, of
Darwin's theory of evolution does not be the ruins which ;u'e excavated to- El Paso, but for the purpose, he said,
include the evolution of the soul. The; morrow, in the development of paint- of showing his friends the place of
AT LOW PRICES.
struggle for existence would bring no ing one finds three periods, first fres- the peace conference in which he parat
the
of
end
the
Madero
ticipated
love of music or art qualities which co, then mosaic and finally wall paintU
A s
is
The minister had just
are born with us today. It is the ef-- ing which gave rise to canvas paint- revolution.
returned here in an automobile. Genfort of all philosophy to understand ing later on.
the origin of the soul and all theories
Dr. Alliot illustrated
bis lecture era! Orozco who left Juarez this
regarding it have some weak links in with splendid stereonticon views show- morning on horse, lias not yet return- 1
their arguments. Philosophy is at best ing the development of art from the ed to he Mexican border city of
a coat which one may button in front eaily fresco Roman frescos, mosaics Juarez.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
CO.
at the expense of leaving it split up showing oriental influence, and paint-- ,
Pascaal Orozco on reluming to
the back. We try to give proper only! i.ig showing the three types
primi- Juarez about one o'clock, said to an
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
the front view but occasionally some tive, mystic and the Madonna. Pic- Associated Press reporter that he had J!
one sneaks around and sees the back. tures by the masters, such as Fra An- not met .Mr. Hernandez.
He said he,
It may be said that Darwin and Wal-- j gelica, Botticelli, Da Vinci, Rafael. 'had only been out riding.
"1 would be glad to admit it if I had
lace see the same object from twoj Andrea del Parte Titian were thrown
different points one material and the on the screen and made. the evening met Mr. Hernandez," said Orozco, "as
a delight to all those present.
it would be to my advantage if the'
other metaphysical.
minister of the interior had met me in
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
a conference."
day from Albuquerque, where lie gave
Orozco admitted that his ride had 01
an address at the formal opening of
Can
Afford to Overlook This ?
taken him to the vicinity of "Peace
the Central avenue Methodist church
which
Minister Hernandez said
grove''
in the Duke City.
One mile from Plaza, of
he had visited.
2 AV. C Beal is here from the Duke .Miss Kate
THIRTY
which four or five acres
Muller, Miss Myrtle
City.
are in alfalfa. All under
Boyle and Miss Gladys Rushworth MONSTER PENSION
L. P. Lyster is here from the Mead- who accompanied Prof. Cockerell on
fence
No
and
tillable
land
PRICE $1,800.00
Buildings.
BILL
IS
BEATEN
C
ow City.
a trip to the Pecos are having so tie- FOR IMMEDIATE SALE.
BY BUT ONE VOTE.
.Mrs. uooert
win not ne at ilgntfui a tinle at tne vivash ranch
home tomorrow.
'that the n.qrtv will nrnlrine- their stnv Measure Carrying Pork to the Amount
AV. I). Shea returned
last, evening a couple of days longer.
of One Hundred and Fifty Million
Room 8, Capital City Bank
(3
from a business trip to the San Luis
Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ernest, parents
Dollars Goes Back to the House.
m
Valley.
of Howell Ernest, state traveling au
J. P. Bonyer from Albuquerque, is ditor and Mrs. Robert Ervien, arrived; Washintrtnn.
ACCIDENT
T. C
HEALTH
nv 7 Tho
LIABILITY
in Santa Fe yesterday, and will make fight to pass the $1 50,000,0110
registered here today.
pension.
Gns Adrian is in the city today from their home here with Mr.
and Mrs. appropriation bill was lost by one
the San Pedro mining camp.
Howell Ernest. During a visit here vote in the senate today and the measGeorge Graves and son of Las Ve- last winter they were delighted with ure was sent back to the house for
gas, are city arrivals today.
lour pretty old city and it is a pleas. further conference.
B. G. RandalU, the Taos banker and;ure t0 record their coming
among us After a motion to agree to the
in Santa Fe today.
;as permanent residents,
house amendment to abolish the 17
jtj ranchman, is
Mrs. Y. R. Johnson and Miss E. M.
outlying pension agencies had been
lost on a tie vote, the senate agreed
Attorney J. H. Crist returned last
29 to I!G to stick to its demand that
AGAIN
evening from a trip to his ranch in
the pension agencies be retained.
Rio Arriba county.
This is rbe only point upon which
the senate and house are at odds.
Judga E. R. Wright returned last
evening from Fort Sumner where he
415 Palace Avenue
Phone. W 204.
::::
had been on business matters.
BIG LAND GRANTS
Jtiss Pearle Galagber left today for
SOLD FOR TAXES.
SOLDIERS
U.
ENCAMPED
NEAR
S.
about
will
co and Texas.
return
She
IContinued From Page Four.)

the balance

r

H. F

W. E. GRIFFIN

Great Bargains
MILLINERY

Your Patronage Solicited
1. 6. LAL'GHLIN, President
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Low Cut Shoes,

j

ALL COLORS

j

are

Values from $4.00 to$8 00

only at
regular price.

sale

'

NOW FOR ONLY

SEUG11

the

W

ii;-,-

See Window Display.
Ladies' and Misses' Low Cut Shoes.
Styles in

1
'4

OXFOBDS,

.

PUMPS

AND

COLONIAL TIES,

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75 and $2.09 for only
DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE.

l

Newest

$1.00

FANCY

'

CALL AND SEE US.

RP

DISHES

UDiiccni c mine

IT in?

'

FURNITURE

Pi

P. 0. Box, 219.

Phone 36.

j

I

RSONALS

i

on improved business property only. Why not
put this with what you have and purchase a
GOOD income property ? We have for sale some
ofthe best residence property in the city. See
us before closing a deal elsewhere.

IV

O. C. WATSON & CO.

5
Jf

1

19 San Francisco

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New MexicoSt.,

-

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night

66-6-

Phone,

1

JO

Red.

Next Door to Postoffice,

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

and
Judges Hanna and Roberts
Messrs. Salmon, Winters and John
Walker are enjoying an outing on the
Pecos at the Valley Ranch.
Rev. J. M. Shinier returned yester- -

H.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

S. KA1JNE

I

For Hire

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

1

:::

Buggies and Saddle Horses- TH EODORE CORRICK,Prop't

J

Black 9.

Ptio

Now is

the time

to place your
NEW MEXICAN POINTING
.Local Agents for

"Elastic-Bookca-

M

se

and Desk combined.
A

Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever mad.
Roomy, convenient, attrac- tive. We want to show you
its advantages and possi- bilities. Ofl, write ot ptont'
us about it.

glf;

at their

Lowest and Best
We can take care
of

SjtyS3NiiiM'iBrif'
'
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iiniSpuJSt
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your business.
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SMELTER
TO
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PROTECT

SHOOTING
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PASO

FORCED

THEMSELVES
ACROSS

THE

BY
RIO

CO.

RED
OR
BLACK

HACK SERVICE

at Popular Prices

a

RASPBERRIE

WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.

iSi

JAMES

COL STEEVER HAS

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

I

SWEET PEAS

FIRE

UPON PATROL

SEND THEM TO

S

2

Z

When Your Glasses Break

FIRST-CLAS-

v

,

ELS

License Numbers,

r

YOU

ACRE TRACT

TO LOAN
i

s

& CO,

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality,

OFFICIAL REPORT
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 7. Mexicans
tired again last night on United
States troops on guard on the border.
The firing this time occurred almost
opposite the El Paso smelter, northwest of El Paso, three or four miles
from the spot where the firing occurred last week, when many shots were
exchanged between troops and Mexicans. Last night, only a few shots
were fired from the Mexican side of
the river, but they appeared to be
aimed directly at the American soldiers camping near the smelter pump
house.
The Americans returned the fire.
The soldiers believe the firing was
done by rebel patrolmen and that it
was done with malicious' intent. The
affair was officially reported to General E. Z. Steever, commanding the
department of Texas this morning.
Mexico City, Mex., Aug. 7. Representatives of tho government will
meet Emiliano Zapata, the rebel leader, at El Kilguero, Morelos, tomorrow,
to discuss measures aiming at peace
ir. the southern part of the republic.
Zapata has declared he would consider no peace proposition unless it
contained Madero's resignation. But
the government has proceedd with
plans for the conference and the cabinet has been instructed to obtain an

armistice If they can. Then they will
attempt to induce Zapata to send his
representatives before a committee of
the land owners of Morelos and state
his demands.
Whether the commission will consider the resignation of Madero is
highly improbable, but It Is felt that
once the peace conference is launched, terms can be made that do not include such provision since the principal complaint of the Zapatistas has
been that ol the ownership of the

At

a mad scramble o save the proper-- i
A. J. Green bought in the Salt
ties.
Lakes, a'so the Tajique grant. Wil-- j
lia;n Elgin bought in the New Mexico
Fuel and Iron company's
holdings,
Ed. Robinson bought the
Torreon
grant and Mr. Green also took the
Mora grant.
Representatives of tho
various properties arrived
in time
yesterday to redeem the certificates
and so the status of the property
about the same except the New
Mexico Fuel anil ?rm company properties. Mr. Paul came in with his in- junction after the deeds were recorded. It is now a question as to wheth-je- r
or not the county officials are in
contempt of court or whether tho
court's injunction is void having beiji
served too late. The Tajique people
are indignant over the whole affair.

MB

MfcKLIINU
SIL,VfcK.
Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
HAND DECORATED

Gold

;?

CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.

and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.

n.I r trlVTT,ry
YVlIZ,,

D.B.U.

jfa

San rrancisco--

:

t

Street

AT TESUQLE, FORMER

and
FOR SALE STROBER
RANCHES

WELT-ME- R

BINED.

COM

Sixty
under ditch. 600 fruit
trees, small fruits. Present ,owner must sell
owing to poor health. Inquire of
fenced.

INSURANCE

acres-we- ll

One-ha- lf

LEONARD,

City Property and Loans.
Fire,

J

Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in $

;

t

McCONVERY,

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

f
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Life, Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
A live paper makes a live town.
We are making a iive paper. Read it.
(04591)
A little want ud costs but a few
Department of the Interior,
results
U. S. Land OlTice at Santa Fe, X. M. cents and brings wonderful
when published in the New Mexican.
City Property, Farms,
29.
1912.
July
one.
Notice is hereby given that Antonio Try
, Ranches,
Orchards,
Villanueva of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
Land Grants,
Ttie New Mext.
July 8, 1907, made homestead entry canSociety Stationer))
Printing Company have on hand
No. 11718 for NW
Section 14,
and can make up promptly the latett
Township 13 X., Range 9 E., X. M. P.
forms in society stationery. The nev
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
size correspondence cards, etc. Orestabto
to make final
proof,
lish claim to the land above describod, ders taken for engraved and embefore Harry C. Kinsell, U. S. Commr. bossed work. Several lines to make
Of
at Stanley, N. Mex., on the 1C day of your selection from.
September, 1912.
A Want Ad. In the New Mexican
Claimant names as witnesses:
Telephone 194 W., Room
Thomas Villanueva, Pino Villanue- sees more people in one day than you
va, Gregorio Padia, and Jose Villa- can see in a month. Try one.
LAL'GHLIN BUILDING,
nueva, all of Galisteo, X. M.
Latest sporting news in the Santa
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. Fe New Mexican. Read It.
SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO.
NOTICE

REAL ESTATE

,

Etc

Surety

Bonds

All Kinds.

U

FOR

PUBLICATION.
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the Pecos.
It has been said, and we
believe with truth, that the man who
is a success in one thing is likely to
be a success in nfst anything he undertakes, and those who in the last
few days have undertaken fishing, and
to whom any order for fish should be
referred, are Ji'i!;e R. H. Hanna,
Judge Roperts, Nathan Salmon, Mr.

'

THAT QUESTION OF EUGENICS.

REMARKS

m&

The worlds' congress on eugenics is in session over in London. People
who have had time to look it up in the dictionary have a hazy idea of what,
i
eugenics is.
atNobody has anything clearer than a hazy idea, not even the people
new
pro-Have
j
you any
Deelighted!
tending the congress. The best that can be said for them is that they know gressive ideas today?
j
where they think they are going, but they don't know the way.
is
us
to
it
all,
eugenics
makes
interesting
Really, however, and this
Yes. Sec. the Colonel is just too
the science of breeding better men and better women.
trivial for any use these days.
imIt relates to babies and the improvement thereof. It seeks for an
proved transmission of the best qualities from one generation to another.
If this clean business keeps up, we
It's a great, an alluring idea, limbank breeds cactuses without thorns,
uul auu tul a
"l"
we
breed
and
can't
people without;"";
and persimmons without pucker,
why
Se '
diseases or bad breath or criminal tendencies?
T'ne answer is ulain. It is too bad to dampen the ardor of the eugenists,:
;
e
1.
.i ... :
i
ho
,A 1,,,
on lne WUOK'-i - ale uo,ns
ftmJU'
",cn r, a l"" ncntilo i.'in'f
the fly to scratch th? festive chig- T,w:tinK
breeds
better
by
We
are.
and
as
animals
bred
saving
get
plants
best, and killing off the ordinary and imperfect.
To the ordinary and imperfect people this seems an objection to the ap-- j
An( you bpt ymr life the c0ionP
plication of the principles ot scientific breeding to us: we uon t liKe to ue wjll show ,em hQy. ,Q 1)ol(j a reaI con.
killed off, or sterilized merely because we are ordinary or imperfect.
vention
. .
And again, suppose we adopt, for the sake of argument, the plan of allow- ing only the extraordinary and the perfect to perpetuate the race. Who. After all. the colonel seems to have
Von :mil I. mv dear, of course. one or two warm admirers who will
oav fhn am b t ram'H in n rv nml nprfect
but how about Harold and Gladys? Hasn't Harold's father a questionable not vote for Taft.
ancestry as to morality? And doesn't Gladys' mother have "queer" spells!
Our judicial temperament,
that send her to a sanatorium? We are all' right, but probably Harold and
how or other, seems all shot to
had better be injuncted!
The result would be that the strong, the wealthy and the powerful pieces these days,
would get hold of the bureau of eugenics and insist on perpetuating their
If they run a democrat along with
own lines which are just as ordinary as ours.
have to be some
Eugenists of the world! There is only one way to make the race better. the Colonel he will
That way lies through better conditions for everybody. The bad breeds out sprinter, believe us.
wit'h a few generations of good food, good clothing, good housing, and good
We would like to make a noise like
Most criminals are normal.
Most athletes and geniuses are of
education.
a Bull Moose but we never heard- a
breeding lines with "outs" in them.
Hull Moose make a noise.
Abolish poverty, brethren, and the better race will come. Educate, and
the mating business will take care of itself. It is true that epileptics, feeble
The situation has become such Sec,
minded people, and syphiliticus should not marry. As to these cases the
that to attempt to describe it would
be a trivial waste of words.
be sought through political economy, not eugenics.
0
Just as soon as roasting ears get a
Imt!: Reaper, we are going to pull
THEV DO NOT REALIZE.
off a Bi'een corn dance of our own.
The Detroit Free Press in an analysis of the present political situation,
.
..
sums up wiin a practical decision that the split in party organizations at,
was
And
it
really trivial?
the present lime is based rather on personality than principal, and is inAnd was it trivial, too?
clined to take the view that were Roosevelt to be removed the movement
And just how trivial was it?
would disintegrate. The Flee Press is inclined to compare the present situaAnd will just trivial do?
tion with that of 1S!)G and even that of 18S0 when the fight was made with!
and in speaking of the events at those two dates says:
Grant's
f
"The Grant strength in the 1SS0 convention was almost
the; The only thing we can find at Chisuf-twhole, being the 'immortal 306' who stood for their candidate from the first l'aS to view with alarm is this
All
our
business.
is
family
fragette
thirty-sixt18lJ
of
the
ballot.
can
The
be gauged by
'silver' strength
the
size of the group of delegates who left the St. Louis convention on the adop-- Sir's.
tion of the gold plank. It numbered 34.
'There are innumerable indications today that the respective propor- - The president seems to be awfully
tions of the personal and the principle represented by Roosevelt are in about jWoineu aooui ranama canal legisui-thXever niilld Willyum, you won't
;tionproportions shown by these figures."
in giving credence to. or in accepting the views of the Free Press, two have to worry, after next spring,
things must be taken into consideration. The first is that the Detroit journal
Willyum, there ain't nothin' par- is a rahifl Taff naiicr. and fhe sepniui rhat thp article
whinh th mm.!
progressive yet
tation is made was written before the assembling of the progressive con ticularly "reasonably
vention at Chicago wit'h its 1,100 delegates and its hurricane of enthusiasm.: strictly safe and sane" about the
The cause of the calling of the present convention has no parallel whatever durnecl' 0,(1 convention this time,
with the reasons that led to the revolt of 1SS0 and 1S9C. On the former occa
And the Chicago convention yestersion there was no opposing convention.
There was only a political sore-- !
for
minutes
ness which is always arising in politics and which did not develop into ai day Cheered
national organization. The revolt of 1SSG was over one single political issue' the Colonel. It is a striking difference from those two minute yeeps for
and upon a single political issue no great party was ever born.
The present organization is basic. It. is a demand for an entirely new deal; Willyum.
the establishment of new methods; the tearing down of tottering structures
The Washington state bar associaand the building of new. it is not a question of political issues but of a gov-- j
a resolution praist rnmental policy. It is not a Roosevelt party but the progressive party. tion has adopted
The members of it are proud of their leader, hut the fight for success is ing Judge Hanford. Yet, some attorwith him. not alone for him. It is a great, living, potential, initial move-- ! neys wonder why the common geezer
does not have the full mead of confinient and it is here to stay.
dence in the profession.
o
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Winters, John H. Walker and many
oilier equally prominent men.
If yo.i are looking for a prominent
man around Santa Fe and don't find
hr.n, the chances are that you can get
him on the long distance telephone
h? calling Valley Ranch.
It' he isn't
here, he ought to be, because
the
fibbing is unsurpassed.

IT

THE BYSTANDER

ISN'T IT NICE?
To look down Hillside avenue and
Johnson street is in the nature of a
compensation for past unsightliness.
The city workers have cleared out ths
weeds and both streets look spick and
span like a dirty boy whose face is
and tair m.ushed down
v;asned
smooth and slick before he is sent off
to school.
The renovation and reve- lation is especially pleasing to John- son street residents as they have long
been neglected in the attention which
they deserved and they are now feeling that their street i3 entitled to
take a place in the wost select street
society; indeed, they can look down
on some of the other streets that
have not yet donned the neat and
tractive attire which is expected of
It is but
those who are in society.
fair to commend the city government
for the work it is doing in getting the
Next
streets in proper condition.
year we are going to commence earlier so that the people from abroad who
come to see our De Vargas Day parade, which is going to be one of the
big features of western exhibitions in
the future, will go home and tell their
friends and acquaintances that Santa
Fe is one of the neatest, cleanest and
prettiest little cities in the whole
west and that no one of the transcontinental tourists should fail to see
it.
Cut it is better late than never,
as the old saying ia, and a start has
been made that gives encouragement
It is a pleasure to
for the future.
look down our streets where the hoe
brigade has operated and to show-tha- t
the Bystander is a commender as
I tender congratulawell as kicker,
tions to the mayor and city council
for the work being done.
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JUST COMMON HEROISM.
Once in a while we see in the news
columns some startling act of heroism
which stirs our blood and makes us
rejoice in that quality wliich Divinity
implanted in the human race. The
old saying, "A man is not without
honor save in his own country," is
so true, and for years and years(we
felt that we had to go back to ancient
history for examples of heroism. Even
the civil war, teeming with the most
we
touching bits of heroic devotion,
slighted, because they were too near
Co our own time, and the distance to
Horatius and Regulus and Alexander
and Caesar and the 'historic heroes
lent a glamour to their name and
fame.
Here in our own land just the other
day, a negro bootblack showed an act
of heroism as great as anyone ever
showed in any age and its gives us a
thrill of admiration to read of it. It
happened at Seattle. The slip on the
Coleman dock collapsed and several
women and children were thrown into the water. This negro boy, who
General Orozco says he does not !had come west a few years ago from
recognize the American government, Pennsylvania where he 'had left a
hat tie probably wanted to say, poor moMier in destitute circumstanhowever, was that he does not recog-th- ces, plunged into the stream and mannize the Taft administration. The aged to save seven lives.
state department should send him
Nothing could be finer :han that,
other polite but firm note,
nor more heroic, nor more worthy of
The mayor called a
recognition.
if the senate really intends to con- - meeting, a reception was tendered the
Like
nrr,i the appointment of the Hon Sec. boy and a goodly sum raised.
it ought to go ahead and do it.
true hero, the boy was modest
one will admit that it is obviously
it. This is what he said: "I only
fair, although admittedly safe and! did what any gcod swimmer would do
sane yet reasonably and trivially pro-- ! in the same place. Those women lost
gressive, to keep a fellow in suspense their heads, and most of them couk'n t
that way.
swim, and they needed
help from
I
somebody who knows the water.
have swum since I wns a boy in the
WELCOME NIGHT, W. C. T. U.
Delaware river at home, and I thought
I ought to help them
out. I thank
Thursday Evening.
Irs g q Xutter, president N'ew you very much for this medal. I
Mexico W. C. T. V., presiding.
know my old mother will cry for hapSinging "America."
piness when she "hears about this."
Fine, wasn't it? It ihad the right
scripture Lesson and Prayer.
violin Solo Miss Selke.
ring. It does anyone good to know
Music, No Shadows Yonder, Epis-Jan- that the spirit of heroism did not die
out with the men and women of anCOpai choir.
Addresses of Welcome-Rob- ins,
cient history. Of course it did not.
Hjs Excellency, W. C. McDonald, The men and women of today are as
(;OVernor of New Mexico.'
great in heart and spirit as any that
Rev. J. M. Shimer, pastor of St. ever lived, if they will only give their
inhn's f v. Church for thp flmrrh better qualities full sway.
es
judge Win. H. Pope for the city.
JUST AMUSING.
. 13.
Renehan for Chamber
of
Along with the exasperating and
-
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THE SPEED MANIA.
The question of speed in all departments of our life which was so start-- ,
lingly brought cut in the Titanic disaster, is again brought to mind by the
action of the New York Central railroad in extending the schedule time of
limited between Chicago and New York. They are to make more stops
and the tremendous speed at which they have been running will be largely
This is brought about by the fact forced- upon the company that no
rails can be manufactured that will stand the weight of the great steel cars
Mining at so great speed, and it was recognized that before long some ter-lii.le accident was sure to occur unless more care were taken.
The speed mania has become rampant with us and the desire to do
everything at the highest possible tension has brought many a disaster. It
is this demand for the combination of speed and luxury in overland travel
that tailed into use our great limited trains which are marvels in travel,
and one had grown to believe that for speed, every chance could be taken,
even the chance of horrible disaster as was done in that inexcusable horror
last Eprr.'s; on the sea.
It is gratifying therefore to note the action of one of our leading railroads
in taking heed of the possibility of a wreck and consequent loss of life. It is
about time that our speed mania was given a check.
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Instead of bosses Penrose, Crane. Barnes, Dick, Root, Watson and others,
who figured prominently in the boss ridden convention of seven weeks back,
iti the present convention appear such names as Judge Undsey of Denver,
Adams, one of the foremost authorities on social betterment in the
United States; Prof. C. E. Merriam of the University of Chicago, Raymond
the settlement worker,
Gifford Pinchot, James R. Garfield, Fran-- ;
cis J. Heney. .Side by side with such widely known progressives are business
men, farmers, manufacturers men from every field of human activity.
In addition to these, associated with the movement are Dean Kirchwey
of Columbia University, Dean Lewis of Pennsylvania University and men of
that stamp. It is refreshing to see the new line up; men who have been
thinkers and students and not professional politicians.
A convention so representative of the forward movement in the United commerce.
States has probably never assembled since the first convention of the repub-- :
Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund for Worn-lka.in's B0ard of Tradp
party in 1S3C.
.
0
Alvan N. White, state superintend- The government scientists are now deeply engaged in considering what ent of schools for education.
makes the holes in cheese. While they're about it there are other mysteries!
iSolo, Miss Abrahamson.
about cheese that might be investigated. For instance, why does it some-General George W. Friehard for
times move, and w hy is Rochefort green specked, and why does Limburger Bar Association.
smell. Then, too, they might tell us why is trijie goose fleshed, and why ia
Judge J. R. MrFie for School of
restaurant milk blue. There is a lot ahead for the scientist.
Archaeology.
0
MJrs.
Katherine B. Paterson ifor
A Georgia man has found a new use for turkeys besides making them the Santa Fe V. C. T. 17.
de
feast.
at
He is driving them into hia
resistance
the Thanksgiving
L Bradford Prince-cornf- ield
piece
to feed on the army worms. The Georgia watermelon is all right for Historical Society.
yet, out we nope tne mrney importation tins tall will be from some othet
Music, Solo, "Victory" Miss Ester
state than Georgia. "Corn fed" sounds good enough for us.
Barry.
0
Resnonses'
Eleven hundred delegates at Chicago and
minutes devoted to
Mrs. Mary P. Ulmer, Hudson.
enthusiastic cheering for the cause the delegates represent is not as trivial
Mrs. M. S. Kelley, Socorro.
as some people may think. Eh, Hon. Sec?
Mrs. B. T. Link, Las Cruces.
0
x
Music, Quartet.
The senate seems to consider the nomination of the Hon. Sec. as rather
Collection.
a trivial matter, so far.
Benediction.
e
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Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

.

Valley Ranch Activities.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Valley Ranch, X. M., Aug. 7. AnytS.OO Daily, per quarter, by mail
$1.23
Daily, per year, by mail
$2.50 Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50 one desiring u large number of fine
Daily, six months, by mail
have no
mountain
trout should
1.00
2.00 Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
in
trouble
judging
them,
securing
.50
Weekly, per quarter
from the quality nd quantity of the
fishermen now seen on the banks of
nxr
(union 'jf-- jt
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trying things that are constant'y intruding themselves into the editorial
room, there are others thet are just
Chief among these is the
amusing.
importance attached to their own
interests and communications by
those who want something in the paper. They want, it on the front page,
first.
It is always of more importance, of course, than the Associated
Press news or anything that can occur outside their own view. It must
be big headlined and sometimes boxed, but always made up In some special way.
The fact that the matter
Is handed in today and fails to appear
this afternoon Is en inexcusable oversight on the part of the editor and
his associate,
iris so easy to make
up a paper, you know, and get everything in promptly and in the most
The telegraph
conspicuous
place.

money-transmitti-

matter which is generally considered
importance in the print shop
the average reader, is but
lightly regarded by those who have
some particular movement
or affair
that they want to make prominent
and think worthy if a big boom. If
there is one place above all others
that the public does not understand it
is the print shop, and if the person
with the single article or matter
which they are interested in could see
the tangle of stuff with which a newspaper force has to wrestle daily, the
single article individual would throw
a conniption fit.
It is just amusing
to the boys in the print shop, is this
eager impetuousness of the outsider
who furnishes a half column now and
then, against the several columns that
the office force grinds out daily and
tries to fit in with those who furnish
One of the strug-copy on the side.
g?es of a daily newspaper office is to
give all the correspondents a show.

OFFICERS.

of some
and by

R.

J.

PALEN,
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President.

J.

A, HUGHES.

B. READ.

Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.

F. Mck'ANE,

t.
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

S. A. AKINS

Proprietor.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN, AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

PALACE.
G. Wright and wife, Denver.
Mrs. Graham and daughter, Dallas.
Geo. Graves and son, Las Vegas.
W. Lindhart, City.
F. A. Elliott and wife. St. Louis.
D. J. Cavanaugh, Kansas City.
.1. S.
Pence, Pittsburg, Pa.
B. G. Randall, Taos, N. M.
Mrs. W. R. Johnson, Albuquerque.
Miss E. M. Whitney, Albuquerque,
O. Wendelstat, New York.
G. P. Scott. Kansas City.
J. Wilson, Chicago.
J. White, City.
G. Sadler, City.
G. Armijo, City.
Leo Hersch, City.
H. S. Lutz, City.
John A. Quigney, City.
Mr. Macon, City.
W. X. Townsend, City.
P. Lienau, City.
II. McGibbon, City.
W. G. Hoover, City.
II. A. Coomer, C'Hy.
C. Stauffer, City.
J. R. Creath, City.
W. Norton, City.
Prof. A. J. Wood, City.
Wm. Brogan, City.
J. W. Giddings, City.
P. A. V. Walter, City.
Hon. J. R. McFie, City.
J. S. Harris, City.
A. B. Renehan, City
E. L. Hewett, City.
El. R. Paul, City.
Jose I). Sena, City.
H. H. Dorman, City.
S. G. Morley, City.
C. E. Linney, City.
Dr. Freeman, City.
Dr. F. E. Mera, City.
S. Flannigan, City.
Carl Bishop, City.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMSIN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
Central Location.

withj

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY

FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

MONTEZUMA.
T. R. Barres and daughter, Mexico.
Alfonso R. Barres, City.
Manuel R. Barres, Mexico.
Mrs. Casner, City.
D. D. Bailey, City.
Mrs. Bailey, City.
W. C. Beall, Albuquerque.
Stanley Alden, Colorado Springs.
W. II. Brown, City.
L. P. Iyster, Las Vegas.
H. W. Glasscock, Wichita.
I. W. Mullens and wife, New Orleans.
W. H. Phillips, Minden, La.
W. T. Cox, Minden, La.
.1. F. Bouyer, Albuquerque.
P. H. Kirsirlton, Denver.
Edward Mitchell, St. Louis.
Herman Zuppler, Minneapolis.
.1. V. Bouyer, Albuquerque.
C. B. Stubblefield, Las Vegas.
P. L. Echols, El Paso.
J. L. uaylor, Denver.
CORONADO.
W. E. Home, Lawrence, Kas
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rogers,
El

Paso.

THE

--

MOULTON-ESP-

Then Act!

COMPANY

E

GENERAL AGENTS.

SANTA FE, N. M.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELGADO. PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS, PILLOW

TOPS, NAVAJO

PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List.

Orders Taken and Promptly
119 Don

Filled.

Gaspar Avenue.

imjaaaiBssxamz
ONE DOLLAR BUYS
One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one
OCEAN

ACCIDENT

INSURANCE

COMPANY.

year in the

Let us Explain Our New
TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY

For those who travel.
GENERAL

AGENTS

Thi contract is a winner.

HALL & HALL

E. B. Rich. Phoenix.
W. C. White, Espanola.

NOTICE

ng

""IB"'"

FOR PUBLICATION.
(010493)

Department of the Interior,
IT. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
July 22. 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Sefer-inVigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,

o

who, on July

stead entry
NW

2G, 1904,

No.

NW

010493-799-

made

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

home-

for E

2

SW
Sec. 13, Lot
3, Section 24, Township 18 N., Range
10 E.t N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice ot intention to make Pinel Five
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
and Rec iver, U. S. Land Office.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
day of Sept., 1912.
as witnesses:
Claimant names
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas-taciMontoya, Atanacio Vigil, all of
1--

o

Santa Fe,

Rooms With Bath,

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and the
new state.

THE

ALBANY

HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

:

NEW
x

3 SUMMER

EAST AND W!EST

NEW YORK'S
DISTINCTION.
There are said 10 be at the
time "1:1 jumbling
presint
houses in Greater New York, Che
greatest number in any city in
the world.
Manhattan has 170, Kings-cG."i and Queens-c2S.
Seventy-fou- r
are "high class"
houses, 44 smaller houses and
N 10(1 are "swell" ioker
rooms.
There are hundreds of smaller
games.

St. Louis,
$44.35

St. Paul,

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

$46.90

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$55.90

$73.35

to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

On sale daily,

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6. 1912.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Eastern

For further information call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office
t Santa Fe, N.
Hex., July 23, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Chas.
A. Siringo, son and heir of Bridget
Siringo, who on June 11 190S, made
Homestead Entry No. 144SG, for Lot
NW 4
SW
Sec. 3, N
7; SW
Section 10, Township 16 N. Range 9
L, Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final Homestead 5 year proof, to estab- lish claim to the land above describ- ed, before U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of SeptemNOTICE

Nevas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

t

;

FOR SALE

A

lot of second nana

belting, hangers, pulleys, ana shafting; one 12 horse power end one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, :lrst cla
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable oi carrying
75 pounds of steam, paeivj upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a fiO gallon gasoline tank, "with other sundry items.
Any of these items will he sold cheap
ber, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo. if taken at once. If interested adS Tweedy of Santa Fe, N.
Mex., dress the New Mevicoi Printing Con
Ben Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex., pany, Santa Fe. Ser Mexico
4

2
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TO

New

York

IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th

I

v
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is

the new gambling center of the world.
This is the humiliating and indis-

I

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
r

On

Sale

Daily,

Until

Sept. 30, 1912.

CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,
.

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

$69.85

ST. PAUL,

$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
C

A

I IEADMI

A

LALlrUlVllIA

Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. 4 S. F.

LOS ANGELES and SAN DIF.GO,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$46.90

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Pox, Gen'l
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COOMER,

General Manager

N. Al. C. R. R.,

Pas-

SANTA FE, N. M
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TYPEWRITERS.
leaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
.
All repair work and typewriters
(

putable fact, which America has
to face that New York, file pride
of our great nation, has come to bo
in a class with Monte Carlo, with
EuroParis, and with other
pean gaming resorts has, in fact,
outstripped foreign cities in the number and size of the houses of chance
within her gates.
The day has passed when the metropolis of the United States could
lay claim to being morally clean. This
fact seems to have been only too evident, by the results of Dist. Atty.
Whitman's investigation into the mur
der of Gambler Herman
Rosenthal'
For these results show, if the triple
confession of Jack Rose, Harry
and Bridgey Webber is to be believed, that the proprietors of .Manhattan's gambling houses pay out each
year in graft almost $5,000,00(1 in order to be "protected" by the "system."
And the question instantly arises,
if dealers in chance can afford to payout such a tremendous sum of money
in graft, how much must they take in
from their victims?
There are various answers to this
being made in New York today. Hut
whatever this sum total is, be it one
or two hundred millions
year and
it may be as much as that it is certainly so great that the jackpots ot
Monte Carlo and its allies dwindle to
toolish little piles besides it; and
ace New York u the very center
of the world's gambling map.
Where are these places in New
York? What sort of places fire they?
Who owns them and who frequents
them?
The gambling places and dives of
'New York are scattered. They stretch
from the very doors of proud, aris-- '
tocratic Fifth avenue down to the
East and West sides of the islan-where the wharf rats run within deep
shadows. But most of them are grouped about Longacre Square, the fa-- ;
mous center of the white light. A
majority pf t'hem are but a stone's
throw from the Metropole hotel, where
was
shot to
Rosenthal
Herman
death by the occupants of the drab
gray murder car.
t

now-go-

guar-innterd-

Santa

change,

l'hcino

Typiwriter

Ex-

2H1.

WANTED 100,000 people to drink
the mineral, cool, clear water of the
It can be procured
Aztec Spring.
by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
furnishes same to all the leading saloons and drt:g stores in the ci'y.
Why drink muddy water from the hydrant or pipes when you can drink
clear and beneficial water from th
Aztec Spring.
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,

n

x
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HERMAN ROSENTHAL'S U.UOWXSTONE
FRONT "PALACE
OF places get a square deal? Those on
CHANCE" ON"
GAMBLING
DEVICE DEMOLISH EI) BY ORDER i iw
i
,,, ,i
,,.
.'
'.'
."
OF DIST. ATTY. WHITMAN AND ONE OK ROSENTHAL'S ROULETTE .
.' a filIIS"'
.
"... den
ls
in New
Kani"iing
Ol'TI'lTS
York where tilings are played straight.
Where faro is played, and most of
Most of those gambling dens have'st., Charles Reed's in W. 2'Jth-si.- ,
So! the big houses play faro and roulette
a middle class look of respectability
t only, there are generally a. couple of
Lichenstein's in W. ::lst.-st.- ,
Tim
them. not. too ornate nor too ny's in W. ",sth-s- t
Lou Ludltim's
in brace faro dealers, men so adept
in
their line that they can fool the
plain. They are housed in the unoh- - Y.
Shang Draper's in Y.
brown stone
fronts which St.. , "The" Allen's lit W. .'Mth-sshrewdest of professional
gamblers
"society" lived in HO years ago, butj Canlield's was the most famous of and men who do not work for $ln or
which "society'- has now given up lor all New York's gaming palaces, its $20 a night, but, who demand and remarble palaces overhanging the park, appointments were most
elaborate, ceive a") per cent of their victims'
which though no more so than those of "The" losses, the house being content with
There are places,
however,
might be easily taken for the abodes Allen's places, which is said to have but 45 per cent.
of steel trust magnates, so iuipres-- ! contained a room done in carved mar-sivThis percentage in itself
shows
are their carved and used en-- ! Me and costing $r,()(o0O.
what chance the player has of wintrances: and there are. again, little
And who, you ask, came to these ning.
Practically every gambling
shacks that would be passed by as 'houses, that thev- must be kent no in
house has these "steerers." and it
"sweat shops.
itch exquisite style?
games were run honestly no eramhline
Before
Well, one man, for instance, who house could exist and nav its steerers
Atty. Jerome crusaded against gambling in New York a used to frequent them was John W.if,.-- , per cent of the winnings. In "lionfew years ago, there were 10 gaming Gates, a financier who had Pierpont estly dealt" faro the percentage is
houses that were considered the lead-- Morgan, August Belmont and all of oiiiy about :l per cent in favor of the
ing ones of the city. They were most, j Wall street worried to death at one house, and on roulette but between (i
elaborate and the amount of money; I time. Gites at a single siring inland 7 percent.
'.
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al small pockets of oil, it was wholly

S OF THE STATE
WHEAT.
Wheat harvest is tearing the finish
and it is a sight worth seeing to size
up the big stacks of wheat that dot
The
the prairie in every direction.
weather has been favorable for harvest and the several headers and
for
binders have been doing over-timthe past two weeks. Roy
FROM EVERYWHERE.
"From San Diego to St. Louis,"
"From Altus to El Paso," "From
Quannah to Mexico," etc., etc., reads
the headlines in many Pecos valley
papers, and every tfwn in the valley
is "in direct line" for these routes.
But, pether you look a leedle oudt.
Pretty soon the slogan will be "From
everywhere to Dayton." Dayton In-- ;
former.

insufficient for development.
News.

try is excellent and indicates
great
prosperity for the farmers this year.
Last winter's snows, with, the good
rains last spring, and the excellent
showers in the month of July, just
at the time they were most needed,
has made the growinir of field crops
easy this summer. The quality of all
the crops so far harvested is of the
best and will bring a top price in the
market.
This is certainly encouraging and should bring all of our old
timers back. Logan Leader.

Ask hi in.

Tucuin-car- i

THIS IS AWFUL.

Klinefelter of the Obar Progress,
gives the following letter received by

ALMOST EVERYTHING.
him from Lebanon, Ind.:
Alex Townsend on Monday invited
"Miss Angle Bean says, one good
the Index agricultural editor to in- tiling 'bout a I'oredoor automobile is,
she kin take off her new tight shoes
spect, his gardens, of which he has
six, ranging in size from five acres while ridin' without everybody seein'
to a town lot. Mr. Townsend has her feet.
Miss Bean also states that there's
lived here about six years and knew
nothing of irrigation fanning before nothin' like automobiHii' for the appecoming here. His lots this year show tite, an' she ought to know, for she's
the result of intelligent and energetic got. back from Eaton Ohio.
care. He owns some land on the hill
Speakin' of Eaton' makes me hunabove the depot, admittedly poor soil gry this very minute yos sir, fer
1,111
e " apimeu siauie manure to news l ami urn get tin' irom me gooa
..a hit. rt.li
:t until iha "-i- '"
foi.no
u. .ate mm
...no ..... cl,n,nn ..1.u nl,nn
yjuu,
some of the supposedly fertile ranch tor knows why I aint bin gettin it
lands either up or down this valley. too, so here, enclosed please find a
On this hilly land
he has growing dollar bill fer fifty 2 weeks of solid
vegetables such as turnips, sugar brain food."
beets, asparagus, peas, onions, sweet
Klinefelter adds:
corn, sweet potatoes, Irish potatoes,' We are much obliged to Mr. Stolts
spinach beans, beside apple trees, for the information us to Eaton Ohio.
Yo have known for some time that
berry bushes, English walnuts, soft
shell almonds, peaches, apricots and they are Taunton Massachusetts and
grapes. He has made a practical dem- - Iinsing Michigan,
Macon Missouri
onstration of what soil and water will mad as welt as trying Topeka quarrel
do in this country when mixed with with Kansas, and knew in a general
some brains and plenty of energy. On way that something has been Eaton
his other lots around
in
different Ohio ever since we moved out of the
.,
, r.
nia
o
rnu tn ,
jvi,
j
tabes ,n pl.ofufj
sllowine the Saint Ani0r moved u,
,mt didn-- t
same care. Does he make anything oft know just who was doing it until we
his products? Yea, verily, he does, got Mr. Stolt s letter.

iul.,

GOOD ADDRESSED
Alvan N. White, state superintendent of schools, and his assistant, Hon.
Filadelfo Baca, delivered fine addres
ses Monday morning and their advice
to the teachers were to the point.
Their addresses in tbe evening at the
court house were weTl Teceived and
KICKED BY HORSE.
enjoyed by most all who were pres
Harry Poland, of Taiban, was kick- ent. Both gentlemen
proved that
ed in the mouth by, a vicious horse thpy are interested in the building up
the early part or the weeK anu was ol the scnool system in our new state,
brought nere lor med teal treaimem ..:Xhey state that tne, found the scnool
in Tns rrmntv
Fpon examination by the dentist it RitlIltl-pnnri
as found that five lower front teeth diUon
They had wor(s of prajge fof
and an upper tooth were gone, while ,he institute instructors and the in- three upper teeth had been driven up- - terest tnat hag bpen aroused in tne
wards. At last, report he was doing work by fte members of tbe teacher,.
nicely, although it will he some time instit,te.Taos VaMey News.
before he is entirely recovered. Fortj
Sumner Review.
:
BIG SHIPMENT.
'
wool
of
from
1912
this
The
crop
PLENTY OF MILLS.
section of the state of New Mexico,
Do you know that Questa is a milling town? Why, we have seven mills one of the largest ever clipped here,
in Questa, grist mil's, understand, and is about all shipped out of the valeach one is at present running to full ley,
One can place about one
The Roswell Wool and Hide com- capacity.
funga of wheat in the hopper, turn on pany has about six carloads yet to be
the water and there you are good for shipped. This has been sold and will
hour run. These oiills be loaded shortly.
a twenty-fou- r
are all water power, and as soon as
So far as can be learned, all the
one grain of wheat is cracked the ether woo! buyers have made their
burs are ready for another. A grist last shipments and there Is little if
mill of some consequence ought to do any of the 1912 crop now in the valwell here. Questa Gazette.
ley.
CROPS ARE FINE.
The prices received for wool this
counfor
the
The crop report
Logan
year were above the average although
the market was rather dull at times.
Ctato nf CtMn rtfv nf Toledo
i
Roswell Record.
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
HOPE FOR OIL.
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Sherwood,
Together with Messrs.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
Meeker and Tay-- j
Shelton,
Sandusky,
and
State
of
Toledo, County
;City
we visited the oil fields Wednes- aforesaid, and that said firm will pay lor,
day
evening, leaving here at 4:30, an.l
DOL-!
the sum of OXE HUNDRED
12 o'clock.
It was a
LARS for each and every case of returning about
drive, out by the experi-- l
Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the delightful
ment station, and that alone is worth '
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
any persons time and trouble to see. j
FRANK J. CHENEY.
look
Sworn to before me and subscribed Many other crops along the way
and have a good
In my presence this 6th day of De- very encouraging,
j
color.
cember, A. D., 1S86.
we
found
closed
At
tnem
the
field
oil
A.
tv.
GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public. down for repairs, but they are veryi
Hall's Catarrh Cure ls taken Intern hopeful of being successful soon, and
ally and, acts directly upon the blood while down nearly 1200 feet in hard
and mucous surfaces of the system. rock, they made a headway of 24 feet
Wednesday.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.,
It Is hoped and expected that oil in
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
paying quantities may be found there,'
Take Hall's Family Pills for
as It will be a great help to this sec-- !
tlon, and while they have found sever- I

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
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For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.
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Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
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Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
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Stations East and West
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SUMMER TOURIST RATES
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SANTA FE, N. M
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11.

Val-lo-

Los Angeles,

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

6.

It. was at
s not unpnralhii d.
.'hi.
I'niifWrt' s loo. that Reginald Vainlci- Ml
UIH1
Ol lai'ai Have
1)01101.
party ot menus made their
FOR RENT Nicely furnishj'l front
, ()th(is have chanired their lira.
11 iv 'ate one night.
Lav- U'o Galisieo street.
riium.
1'avno. Whitney
Hons, but prchabij mo.it of them 01 ivnce Wa teitiury
have been among the niiintheir successors are still plying Hade .re him
residence on
FOR SALE Two
One ot the men lost I Dal Falace avenue. Lot story
i...r
somewhere about ihe citv.
60x240 feet. O. C.
'
$1
That loss has
II ( (
anions tl
at.-o& Co.
(
it l, Vanderbilt.
n
i mi
win K h
t
Ho the men who
these
:ast 4 th.st.. William T. Burhi idge s
eipient
Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
t
t
and this, it is
II
i
d t
s in
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-nall modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank buildinft
Apply to F. M. Jones.

mat passed nanus
ning in the year

..

v.

(

o

New York, Aug.

Denver,

$50.35

-

i

o

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
$50.35

YORK HAS BECOME WORLD'S GAMBLING CAPITAL, SURPASSING MONTE CARLO.
PUBLLIC FLEECED OF PROBABLY $100,000X00 A YEAR IN CROOKED GAMES.
.

TOURIST
RATES

Chicago,
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FATHER AND MOTHER
Why do you force your child to play
the piano? You know it. is a luxury
and a money spender and only for the
The typewriter is a necestalented.
sity. Why not let your boy or girl
Vain the Blindfold To ich Typewriting while their fingers are supple?
There's money in this for the children. It is their proudest moment
when (he are typewriting. Oh! whot
a difference between the piano
and
the typewriting machine; when will
you wake up to this fact, mother?
To make a quick note of what a
speaker or preacher or teacher is
saying or for a resolution at a club,
would you not like it for yourself,
mother? What would the other women say about you being able to do such
brainy and clever work? Even when
r.
reading a book you can make
It is not. the kind of
(flick extract.
shorthand that was taught eighty
years ago when cand!es were being
burned, for this is the modern elecInvented
tric system of reporting.
by the same man who gave the Shorthand that is used by almost every
one in America at the present day;
Sir Isaoc Pitman. The A. B. C. Shorthand was invented late in his life and
given to seven of his pupils; Profes
sor Norton, now of Santa Fe, being
one of the seven. He is here on behalf of an English society to train
teachers so that they may carry on
A boy or girl who
the good work.
learns Shorthand while in the grades
is worth untold treasures, for it enables the child on leaving school to
immediately earn money and not to
be forced to attend another college
for two years: remember, these two
years mean the cost of board and
room and not a cent income; altogether a loss of at least $2,000.
and
Mother, prove your judgment
come to the Santo. Fe Business College right away. It is those resolutions put off that ruin the boy or
girl and carries a long regret which
lasts through life. WE SAY NOW.
The question generally asked a few
weekg aKO was "How long will the
College remain open?" The answer.
"Forever," has become popular. The
question now asked, "How many p pils are there?" The answer is 22.
will be, "How
The next question
many pupils now?" The answer in
one month will be. 30 and commencement of the Winter term, 60.
That is good sound growth and proves
i-

u":1 U1B '"l" a
bolng ta"Knt satisfactorily,
The KSlish oc"& nas Promised
that hen we have inn Pl'Plls- - tney
wul mulu a college in aama re ui.u
will be a credit to all concerned and
as money is no object, it all depends
n tnt support of pupils. Let every,
"nt' tr' for the 100 pupi's, and have
the building early next, spring. Every
pupii gets value for money and we
say once more, COME IN AND SAY
WHAT YOU CAN AFFORD WEEK- LY. ALL SUBJECTS TAUGHT.

r-
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Did you, sleepless one, ever try a d sh of
and CREAM just before bed?

Sure you never did or you wouldn't train with the
,
,
sieepiess squaa.
IT'S A BAD PRACTICE to load up the stomach with
a promiscuous variety of rich, indigestible food at night
because it " tastes " good.
STRENGTH WITHOUT BULK is a requirement
of an ideal food for the last bite before going to bed. The
food that is concentrated so that a sufficient amount for
all purposes will not distend the stomach ; tbe food that
is practically predigested so that the organs can, without
undue effort, absorb it wholly ; the food that contains the
and energy-makinelements from clean
field grains that contains the Phosphate of Potash which
combines, by vital process, with albumen to repair the
gray matter in brain and nerve centres that's
tissue-repairin-

g

SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE
The
of New Mexico.
Business University

'

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal foruu
em already Print- when J0U can got
ed at the New Mexican
Printing
Company
You cannot get up to Jate printing
unless you have
material
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and al
the same time expert mechanics. Ycur
orders are always assured personal at--!
tention.

DKANSAS

CITY. MO.

g

Grape-Ntit- s

ID

RETURN,

$26.30
24th AnnualConvention
LOYAL

ORDER OF MOOSE

August 19th to 23rd, 1912.,

TRY A DISH abont four heaping teaspoonfuls with cream'
and a little sugar if desired, eaten slowly before retiring, if you're
hungry, and note now well you sleep and how fresh you feel in the

Dates of Sale, August 16th to 19th.
Return Limit, Aug. Jlst, 1912.

morning.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

" There's a Reason "

Postum Cereal Company, Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

ii

H. S. LUTZ,

-

-

AGENT,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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school term. These two young ladies
What is the difference between a
taught in this district last year and
prize ficht ana our meat shop?
gave entire satisfaction.
the
The use of simple herbs as remedies instead
of iate.
Charming actions go 'well with
usually more dangerous inorganic substances, has been revived very widelyalmost
a charming looks. You will have charmThe familiar letters, S. S. S., stand for Siwft's Sure Specific, a name
In Germany a new school of physicians has arisen which throws out
whole of the pharmacopeia and relics on an adaptation of the method oi wi.d ing looks if you use book's Denzoin, honestly and fairly earned by a great blood remedy. It is worthy of
TV. Y. World.
because it really CURES every ailment resulting from impure blood.
animals in curing themselves
Witch Hazel and Almond Cream.
Hotel and
to the
U wi fir. R. V. Pierce, nhir-- ecwtsultir.6 nhvsic-nt- i
of physical afflictions are caused by bad blood, because a weak,
The
Elks'
the
cents
15
at
10
and
Prices
majority
of some
circulation deprives the system of its necessary strength and
Surgical Institute of Buffalo, N. Y., who n,t advocated the exUndvd usemandrake
polluted
tonight.
:
and
root,
Golden
as
such
red
native
Orcj'on gripe
of our
roots,
-resisting
powers. S. S. S. cures every disorder which comes from
Go to the Dance. The dances g:v-eThese nre the
iagredienis in Loctcr
and queen's root, blnck cherrvbark.
weak or diseased Dlooa, n tones up ana reguiai;es
once a month at the public library
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, which has been o '.vc:i and tavorao y Known
abunA harmless clecuscr and under the auspices of the Woman's
every portion of the system, and creates an fill
for nearly half a ccnturv.
the
dant supply of nourishing properties which
Board of Trade are always delightfulsfjtr.ach toaic that na'.nrc ha: r.roviJed.
S. S. S.
the
to
health
" I rof- and
circulation
body.
bring
.T. Don- IT.T.
Or
informal
attended
affairs
T.r.T'iE?ov
by
social
ray:
!;?.
ly
(in
v:::.!
v. Is.',
is made entirely of healing, cleansing roots, herbs
fnrr.-- l fnr ovt? five voar3 with v h.'.i t:w drvrtthe best people of town. Tomorrow
'i r ccii
dilttixi cmullticn hf Vic stomtt
and barks, which are also possessed of great tonic
I l.:-uvlII evening's dance will prove especially
minuna vcr.'
vluil rmulitiun. ( r setae
.
'
r
.1. ...... 1,
properties. It does not contain a particle ofthe
The
invited.
are
and
you
nux.
enjoyable
uismnt:i.
jihiu.uu,
enough
therefore
is
and
puharmful
or
other
eral
but
.trr
drug,
a ml naturally thought tliwfo wa io cure forme,
proceeds arefor the work of the Wo
and safest blood medicine for young or old.
rest
reading what, eminent doctors said of the curative qualities
man's
Trade.
Board
of
I
it
of Uinklon Medical Discovery
of
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and
a fair trial. Took tho ' Discovery ' and also the Pleasant
Tiiseases. Scrofula. Malaria and all other At the prize fight you see rounds of
.a
nv T am fcelincr better now
t..u..o
blood and
pound, but here you see pounds of
I Save in "ycark 1 cheerfully five permission to print
troubles of a deranged circulation. Write for free book on the
riotllUft wnfamn
i
!s testimonial, ,1P;11I fMty OOUIHll
either.
for
round!
No
medical
advice.
charge
any
medicine in the j
1 will ''put Mm wLu' to Vuo host
SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
SWIFT
THE
.
country
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
uui amiSt. jjOUlS, MO., Aug. 1.
mecrop kept corn easy. September op-- j been sharp discussion during the night
notice that the man that has the best ket steady; territory and western
Short Steak, Flank,
LOCAL MENTION
at63.3-l..tof the negro question as it was said
to
trade is the man that has the best diums 20(fi 24c; fine mediums 1S120; ened
on
the
a
fine
back
a
fell
close
13Lfl7c.
to
and
66
vote,
rallied
plank
by
66c,
that,
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
lighted floor of business. People's
Close
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
to CO
subject had been inserted.
Electric Supply co.
That's About
to
as
the
WEATHER FORECAST.
Oats held steady. September start- secrecy was maintained
Chicago, IIU - Aug. 7. Cattle Re
The Rube Detective a great comedy
Coluntil
of
the
lower.
to
10
I.jC
Market
at
wording
paragraph
Denver, Colo., Aug. 7. New
21,000.
advance
like
ed
a
to
down
at the Elks' tonight.
ceipts
The Way They Rank !
Mexico: Generally fair in south
to 301-2- , and seemed inclined onel Roosevelt should have seen it.
The big rush is now over and we Beeves $S.5010; Texas steers $4.sr 30
be
in
to
the
said
was
also
,
.There
stackers
in
local
showers
$8.10:
north
7.00:
.steers
western
portion,
to remain within those limits.
The Mere Mention
can now give you better attention. ft
cows and j Free selling by a big packing con- platform a plank dealing with the liqportion tonight or Thursday.
Even though the prices are low, we and feeders $4.00fj.7.10;
Of The Above Choice Cuts
First trans- uor traffic.
will fit you and fit you right. Try us. fceifers $2.50 7.90; calves $6.50 9.7o.' cern, revised provisions.
Receipts 15,000. Market actions varied from last night's level
Hogs
John Pflueger.
Should Bring
Statement of the
Hie below with
September
The Improved Ideal Xail Clippers
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 233 generally 3c lower. Light $7.!0g S.S3; to 7
Mutual Life Insurance Company of
mixed $7.708.r(f: heavy $7.808.30; delivery 17.75 for pork; 10.30 for lard,
25c at GOEBELS.
East Palace avenue.
New York.
Post-Hastefor ribs.
The Old Stage Coach a great westrough $7.30rt7.3O; pigs $6.608.30; and 10.52
!
What? Yon don't need shoes at the bulk
As of date December 31, 1911.
j
of sales $7. 75ft S.:!0.
N.
COTTON.
Y.
ern drama at the Elks' tonight.
prices that John Pnueger is naming
$587,130,263.03
Assets
7.
Market!
Cotton
80,000.
to
shoe
can
New
one
afford
No
spot
York, Aug.
Receipts
pass the
Sheep
in his great clearance sale of all kinds
$587,130,263.05
How 'Coed They'll
It is not old of shoes?
closed quiet. Middling uplands 12.65; Liabilities
sale of John Pfieiger.
You must be mistaken or steady to 10c lower. Native $:i.20'it
na-!
O. C. Watson,
Manager, Pueblo,
stock. They clean up every few you have not seen what he has to of- 4.70: western $4. Unfa 5.40; lambs,
middling gu f 12.90. No sales.
!
Colorado.
tive $4.40(87.70; western $4.407.75.
ST. LOUtS METAL.
months, so the shoes are right up to fer. See page three.
C. A. Bishop, District Manager, SanKANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 7. Lead weak
the minute. See page three.
Rent
Rooms
for
Furnished
Elegantly
Cattle-Rec- eipts
1.37
6.95f('7.00.
7.
ta
Fe, N. M.
Whatever your doctor prescribes
quiet
Mo,,
Kansas
Spelter
Aug.
City,
havfurnished
and
Rooms elegantly
south2,000
for July stomach troubles can be
9,000,
including
ing all modern conveniences, includPARTY IS
PROGRESSIVE
to 10c lower. Na- JUST
Today's news today, You get it in
supplied at Zooks.
ing electric light, steam heat and erns. Market steady
Phone 92.
OF
POLITICAL PARTY the New Mexican.
NAME
OF
A
CARLOAD
Have you ever stopped to think baths, in the First National Bank tive steers $6.50ft 10-- southern steers
heifROP.N.
and
cows
JUST
southern
S4.S0&3.90;
what one dollar will buy for you in building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
yw!llv,!Bi,
cows and
the way of Insurance? See the adver
WATERMELONS
The
prayer service of the ers $3.50ff 5.30; native
(Continued From Page One.i
tisement of Hall and Hall and be con- First Presbyterian church will begin heifers $3.25 f 5.25; stockers and feedbulls $4.00&.5.25:
vinced.
tonight at 7:30. This change is made ers $' iUt7.5ti:
western steers Dixon of Montana would head the
3.001t'8.75;
tr nllnw utiv wVin pnro pn tn Calves
A CAR
LOAD OF WOLF RIVER in
G.flO
national committee and that Oscar
AP do, to also attend the lectures of the $5.50&9.20; western cows $3.30
AND YELLOW TRANSPARENT
Market Straus of New York would be named
Hogs
Receipts C.OOO.
BOX. Archaeological School.
PLES FOR SALE BY THE
to 5c lower. Bulik of sales treasurer.
DON
CORNER OF WATER AND
Keep your skin clean. X'se pure, steady
Also it was announced that both
packCASPAR STREETS.
such as Zook $8.20(ff9.40; heavy $8,151(8.35;
soft, dainty, talcum,
lights Colonel Roosevelt and Governor JohnDid you ever sells. It is healing and soothing. Ask ers and butchers $S.20(f 8.40;
?.Ir. Business Man.
son would take the stump and travel
8.40; pigs $6.007.00.
($8.20
for Violet.
7.000.
Market
into all sections of the country.
oueep
Seven members of the Morman
jwiuj.s
$3.50
onel Roosevelt will meet the members
m in nn the Santa Fe from Steady tO 10c higher.
rhnvrh
4 50;
lambs $G.00if 60; range weth- - of the new national committee at 10
.Mexico, being driven out by the revo- .30 5.0;
range o'clock Thursday morning. The plat-- ;
lution. They were on their way to ers and yearlings
headed by Will- ewes
form
$2,501(4.20.
will
N.
where
M.,
they
Farmiiifton,
CHICAGO GRAIN.
of
Allen
White
I
Kansas, Gifford
Jiam
settle.
7.
Chester
Rain inter- Pinchot of Pennsylvania;
We specialize on
An Innocent Thief a great drama j Chicago. 111., Aug.
TOOLS of QUALi fering with harvest in t'he spring crop Rowel of California, and Dean Iwis,
by Vitagraph at the Elks' tonight.
wheat mar- of the University of Pennsylvania,
ITY. All of the
THE
A CAR LOAD OF APPLES RIGHT tended today to make the
prices ranged law school, went into conference with
lines
FROM THE ORCHARD, CHEAP BY; ket firm. Opening
to'
up. September Colonel Roosevelt shortly before 10
iTHE BOX. WATER STREET AND from a shade
to 92
a sixteenth o'clock, finally to go over the new
started at 92
HEADQUATERS FOR
BEAV-jER'DON
GASPAR STREETS.
Can. Be Found Here.
It
to
higher and rose to 92
party's declaration of principles.
j
HOME ROOM.
Additional moisture southwest mak- 'was said the platform had been cut
HIGH-GRAD- E
Thomas W. Garrard, well known by
HAVE YOUR WATCH
Santa Fe citizens died suddenly on ing more certain the maturing of the to less than 3,300 words. There had
Monday evening at Ms 'home in Las
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
'Vegas. He was in his eightieth year'
WATCH vail run without
land was ill
but a
few
days
oil or cleaning longer than
the trouble being acute indigestion,
&
any other piece of machinilroin which he was supposed to be re-- i
covering,
ery but it needs both occasion-cU- y.
another
The Chauffeur's
Dream,
comedy, at the Elks' tonight.
It"
you will consider that the rim of
County School Superintendent John j
the balance wheel travcij over fifteen
V. Conway has received word from
miles a day, you will not grudge your
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
Madrid in southern Santa Fe county
Are
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
a year.
Phone Black 12.
It will increase the
bie and
that the directors there have elected
lie
accuracy of your vatci
Miss Edith Hickox and Miss Willie!
Down
Bros.'
Town
in
Stand
Butt
Drug Store.
7eave your watch with us
Comer as teachers for the coming

Yonderful Cares Reported in Germany.
more concentrated and
of
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Appetizing,

Gratifying
Satisfying
Meals
Always
On

j

You Here

2

Tap
Here

Taste!

Plaza Market Co.
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AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
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Reliable."
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It seems as though every man in
this town should know about the
goodness of our Nathon Shirts
we sell so many of tnem. We've
the most refined and the hand
sornest SHIRTS that you can
imagine. They're beauties!
THE COAT SHIRT.

irtUV I lirmi

Regular or Coat Style
Neat STRIPES. FIGURED Madras,
Percale, Muslineand linens

1

More patterns than YOU
care to see. All new. $1.25,
$ 1 .50, $ .75 $2.00 $3.50.
1

rsmmnmmlL

Easy to get into and easy to get out of. A great favorite with a
great many men. We nave a splendid line of these SHIRTS and we 11
simply say that very few men who have ever tested the Coat Shirt are
willing to take any other style.

Home of Hart, Scliaffner & Mara Clothes,

:a

DRESS SHIRTS.

FULL DRESS SHIRTS that fit perfectly, are always appreciated
Made
by SocietyI Men. We've all the correct models of Dress Shirts.
If
have
to
make
how
them
you
knows
correctly.
irmker that
relief.
been having trouble with you Dress Shirts Sir, we offer your

NATMAH SALMON

